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SANJIV BAJAJ
PRESIDENT, CII

I commend CII Young Indians (Yi) for another 
significant year of demonstrating great deter-
mination and conviction towards strengthening 
its core agenda of nation building and develop-
ing empowered, responsible youth of the coun-
try.

During 2022, Yi has contributed immensely to 
CII’s economic and development agenda by 
leading numerous initiatives and projects. Its 
focus on developing creative and innovative 
thinking mindsets amongst youth and children, 
creating platforms to support start-ups and 
budding entrepreneurs, promoting sustainabili-
ty through awareness, action and advocacy, 
and scaling technological solutions to improve 
quality of life and access to economic opportu-
nities and services are holistic solutions for 
youth empowerment. 

Yi’s ability to engage and attract young leaders, 
reflected through the remarkable growth in its 
membership and launch of new chapters 
during the year, is of paramount importance in 
strengthening the bridge to connect with young 
minds across the country. Equally encouraging 
were several Yi initiatives and activities such as 
Utsav Parade, SIG Trek 2022, Climate Change 
Compost Ville & Composting, Yi Farishtey, 
Climate Change Summit 2022, and Masoom 
summit 2022 that enabled dialogues to ideate, 
collaborate and co-create with youth stake-
holders across schools and colleges.

Yi’s rural community initiatives represent a very 
important agenda towards building an inclusive 
society by instilling a sense of responsibility 
and empathy amongst its members and youth 
volunteers.

I have enjoyed my several interactions with Yi, 
both at the national level and across chapters, 
which has always impressed me by the energy, 
passion, and commitment that Yi brings to its 
agenda of nation building. Addressing social 
issues, such as strengthening ecosystems for 
the safety of children, enabling experiential 
learning and development of youth, and instill-
ing a sense of responsibility in people towards 
climate action, road safety and organ donation 
are significant contributions by Yi towards 
developing engaged citizenship. 

As the world looks towards engaging the Youth 
in shaping its future, I urge CII Young Indians to 
continue its focus and mission in becoming the 
organisation of impact. 
I encourage Yi to continue to lead the youth 
towards driving a vibrant and sustainable 
future for the country. 

I take this opportunity to congratulate the Yi 
leadership, Raunak and Dilip, and all members 
of the Yi fraternity who have contributed to 
paving the way for our rising nation.

I wish Team Yi all the very best in the years to 
come. 

SANJIV BAJAJ
PRESIDENT, CII
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CHANDRAJIT
BANERJEE
DIRECTOR GENERAL, CII

CHANDRAJIT
BANERJEE

DIRECTOR GENERAL, CII

I congratulate CII Young Indians (Yi) for contin-
uing steadfast on its mission to establish a 
truly unique movement of young minds self-
lessly committed and driven by purpose to 
collaborate, co-create and influence India’s 
future. Yi, since its inception in 2002, has 
played a crucial role in building bridges to con-
nect and bring together like-minded individuals 
from across the country with a shared vision of 
creating responsible youth leaders and making 
meaningful contributions towards nation build-
ing. 

Growing the membership to over 5000 mem-
bers and expanding across 58 chapters is 
indeed a remarkable accomplishment by Team 
Yi. The ability of Yi in empowering individuals to 
contribute their time and lead meaningful 
change is indeed a unique strength of the 
organization. It imparts tremendous impetus in 
building a collective force of leaders, driving 
engagement on activities and initiatives aligned 
to the overarching vision of a developed India 
powered by innovative thoughts, ideas and 
youth energy. Yi has paved the way for creating 
responsible and compassionate leaders 
amongst its membership.

Yi also focuses on developing youth leadership 
and inculcating a mindset towards creative and 
innovative thinking amongst college youth and 
school children, which is a very important con-
tribution towards building the foundation for 
the future of India.

In addition, it is equally encouraging to see Yi 
increase its outreach towards rural communi-
ties through interventions that promote inclu-
sivity and access to livelihood opportunities. 

Yi Masoom this year created history by bagging 
the Guinness World Record for conducting the 
largest child safeguarding lesson at a single 
venue, with 6915 students attending the 
session.

As an integral part of CII, Yi is an important 
partner in bringing forward the voice of the 
youth to proactively support areas of public 
policy and economic development, fuelling the 
growth of a resilient, competitive, and inclusive 
nation.

My compliments to Raunak and Dilip for suc-
cessfully strengthening the Yi agenda as a 
leading platform for youth engagement and 
leadership development. My best wishes to the 
entire Yi team as we look forward to exciting 
times in scripting the journey of growth and 
development for India@100 fuelled by the pas-
sion and dedication of our nation’s young 
minds. 
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RAUNAK GOYAL
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN, Yi

As I sit down to reflect on the past year, I real-
ise just how incredible it has been. We opened 
the year with some bold claims, and I am fortu-
nate in that my beliefs in them have only 
strengthened over time. It was a year that 
exemplified the strength and uniqueness of our 
remarkable organization Yi, demonstrated 
through the contributions of every single one of 
you, Yi members, standing tall with the convic-
tion and belief of We Can We Will.

At the beginning of the year, we revealed 
‘Utsav’ as our annual theme, and I am more 
than happy to say that the past 12 months have 
been nothing but a constant celebration of 
Excellence, Collaboration and Significance. It 
has been a year that has been a radical cele-
bration of the collective spirit of empathy, 
kindness, and humanity every day, wherein 
each of our members has taken the time out to 
work tirelessly to help contribute to achieving 
the goals that we set at the beginning of the 
year.

I am proud to say that this was a year of many 
firsts & multiple initiatives. As a testimony to 
being a movement for the Youth committed to 
driving positive change and influence, I am 
proud to share that the Yi family has now 
grown to over 5000 strong and compassionate 
leaders, 1,00,000 YUVA college students, 
12,00,000 plus school children and 118 rural 
communities across the country. 

Yi expanded its reach to 58 chapters this year, 
conducting over 3000 activities pan-India. We 
also witnessed three major summits. The first 
one in Kolkata – “Dream, Believe and Magic” 
showcased the power of excellence, the second 
one in Bangalore  titled “Utkarsh” showcasing 
power of collaboration and also the first ever 
carbon neutral event of Yi. And the third one in 
Ahmedabad “Pathbreakers 2.0” showcasing the 
power of Significance.

Yi also launched various new initiatives and 
expanded old ones exponentially. 

Yi is now the proud holder of the title of  Guin-
ness World Record for the “World’s largest 
session on Child Safety”. This record was made  
on November 14, 2022 in Jaipur. The Yi Masoom 
Week (14 - 20 November, 2022) also witnessed 
initiatives across all the chapters focused on 
engaging with various stakeholders in promot-
ing the safeguarding of young people from child 
sexual abuse.  

The Road Safety Team launched ‘Yi Farishtey’ 
for its YUVA stakeholders. The First Responder 
Program aims at creating Good Samaritans that 
can assist the wounded during the ‘Golden 
Hour’ at the time of crisis. 



Yi Climate Change Action Week was organised 
across Yi Chapters pan India with various 
Climate Change activities in the month of Sep-
tember.  

Yi Health Week was witnessed across chapters 
from 04-10 April 2022 with the signing of the Yi 
Health Pledge as a commitment by leaders in 
the presence of Hussain Rasheed, Regional 
Advisor WHO Regional Office for South East 
Asia, New Delhi.

The Yi Innovation Month witnessed an 
exchange of stories of inspiring innovators and 
innovations driving change. The festival aimed 
to gather young minds in science, technology, 
and arts to produce interactive content that 
allows a broad general audience to engage with 
science & technology through exhibits, working 
models, interactive explorations, discussions 
and major indoor & outdoor experiences.

Yi also launched IDS 2.0 – “Smart City Innova-
tion Challenge” with the goal of promoting 
innovation and creating an impact with an 
actionable solution towards nation building. 
IDS 2.0 was committed to promoting an inno-
vative mindset and solving problems across the 
nation and creating impact towards the greater 
good. 

Yi is one of the proud founders of the G20 
Young Entrepreneurs' Alliance (G20 YEA). This 
year Yi successfully led a 56 strong Young Indi-
ans delegate to G20 YEA Annual Summit and 
hosted the Closing Ceremony on 27-28 Octo-
ber, 2022 in Hamburg, Germany. The event saw 
participation from Brazil, Canada, Germany, 
China, Mexico, Turkey, France, Italy, South 
Africa, the United Kingdom, Singapore, and 
India with more than 250 delegates. Mr. 
Parvathaneni Harish, the Ambassador of India, 
to the Federal Republic of Germany, was the 
Chief Guest at the Closing Ceremony. The logo 
for the G20 Young Entrepreneur Alliance 
Summit that will be hosted by Young Indians in 
India next year was also launched by the 
Ambassador with the theme “HUM” - together 
we are one.

As India will be hosting the G20 YEA Summit in 
2023, Yi is expecting 1000 delegates from part-
ner countries with a focus on Entrepreneur-
ship, Start Up and Innovation, involving Busi-
ness Pitches, Value Learning, Venture Capital 
Pitch, Pre-Curated Networking and Bilateral - 
Delegation to G20 YEA alliance countries to 
understand expectations. 

Another highlight of the year was a 5-day resi-
dential learning mission at the INSEAD Paris 
campus in France that took place between the 
31st Oct to 5th November 2022. This outbound 
residential program was an accelerated execu-
tive education program for existing business 
leaders to further enhance their leadership and 
decision-making skills and add to their person-
al value proposition.

An organisation which believes in enabling 
leadership development of our members 
through opportunities to learn, share and grow, 
Yi’s Special interest Groups on Road Runners, 
Golf, Book Club, Food Fest, Angel Investors, 
Angel Networking, Inner Circle and TogetHer 
Tribe strengthened this engagement through 
providing experiential cross-chapter learning 
and bonding amongst the Yi membership 
throughout the country. The Yi SIG Trek vertical 
also curated an innovative experience, “Yi Him-
alayan Mountain Challenge- Dayara Bugyal 
Trek” from 15 May to 22 May 2022.

Under our strategy to build a strong brand that 
connects and engages with Youth, Yi’s commu-
nication campaigns and activities across social 
media successfully drove up both our reach 
and engagement with the youth across all 
formats for Yi. Our key campaign included Yi 
Happy Broadcast for recognizing chapters’ initi-
atives.

I would also like to take this moment to thank 
all my NMT members, GC members and Chap-
ter leadership, and all the members of the 
organisation, without whose commitment it 
would have been impossible to make any of 
this happen. 
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My Vice Chairman, Dilip Krishna, has been a 
source of constant support and friendship this 
past year and it has been a true pleasure to 
work with him. I wish him all the best and 
keenly look forward to handing the baton to 
him to lead Yi to new heights. 

One of the anecdotes from John F. Kennedy's 
lifetime comes to mind. Once, when he visited 
the NASA space centre and asked a Janitor 
working there what he was doing, the Janitor 
responded: “I’m helping put a man on the 
moon”. This perfectly encapsulates the ethos 
that Yi has led with in the last two decades and 
will continue to do so in the years to come. 

Yi serves as a channel to not only fulfil our 
purpose in helping those around us and engag-
ing with the needs of our time but also as a 
mission aimed at creating purpose in its identi-
fication and questioning of problems. The 
2000+ new members who joined us this year, 
stand testament to the fact. 

As I have echoed on numerous occasions in the 
past year, Yi is a force to be reckoned with. 
More than a mere organisation, we are an army 
fuelled by fierce determination, passion and 
creativity.   

Yi is unique in its access to resources and infor-
mation and in its commitment and determina-
tion to bring change, therefore allowing us to 
make a meaningful impact on those around us. 
Echoing James Baldwin’s that I had quoted at 
the start of the year: “everything now we must 
assume is in our own hands”. And I couldn't be 
more proud of all that we have achieved in the 
past year and will achieve in the years to come. 

We can, we did and we will continue to do so!

RAUNAK GOYAL
National Chairman, Yi
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DILIP KRISHNA
NATIONAL VICE CHAIRMAN, Yi

“Arise, awake, and stop not till the goal is 
reached.”  - Swami Vivekananda. 

Since time immemorial, the power of the youth 
to bring about change has been established. 
This 125-year-old inspirational thought was 
echoed from atop the Red Fort by our Prime 
Minister on the 75th year of India’s Independ-
ence. He rightly predicted the arrival of Amrit 
Kaal. As per ancient Vedic knowledge, Amrit 
Kaal means the perfect time for a new begin-
ning.

As a member of CII - Young Indians (Yi) my 
thoughts, words and actions are in perfect tune 
with the core objectives and focus of this 
inspiring organisation:

   Creating IMPACT by Building Youth Leadership 
with a futuristic thought process.
 Making a DIFFERENCE through developing 
responsible youth for the future who will 
engage themselves in Nation Building.
  Making Yi an organisation of SIGNIFICANCE by 
Being the Voice of Young India.

We, at Yi, strongly believe that Leadership is 
not a position of title or power. For us, leader-
ship is a journey of self-discovery.

This thought process is reflected in some 
amazing numbers mentioned in our National 
Chair – Raunak’s message, with 58 leadership 
chapters and 5000 member leaders tirelessly 
working to make Yi an organisation of signifi-
cance. I feel proud to be a part of this process, 
a proud Yi member.

 The year 2022 has been extraordinary in many 
ways. From breaking a Guinness World Record 
to Yi taking a team of 56 members to represent 
the country at G20 YEA in Germany, it’s a con-
tinuous journey of building a nation of signifi-
cance to lead the world.
This spirit of Yi reflected in every tree we 
planted, in every masoom we saved, in every 
decibel we reduced and in every youth we 
inspired. 

This is not the work of the leadership alone. 
Every Yi member should pat herself and him-
self for the enormous contribution we have 
made, it does not matter how small or big the 
contribution is. We all firmly believe that being 
a Young Indian is not a spectator sport, it is a 
participative process… where every thought, 
every word and every action has the power to 
create an impact, make a difference and along 
with being significant.  



The New Year will bring us a new set of oppor-
tunities, and I am positive that every step we 
take, we will be marching towards achieving 
our Vision - Young Indians (Yi) is a movement 
for Indian Youth to converge, lead, co-create 
and influence India’s future.

Year 2023 will be a great combination of Tradi-
tion and Innovation. While we keep our feet 
firmly on the ground Of the traditional belief 
system of Yi, we will also keep our heads high 
with pride for our innovation. 
This year’s theme – “HUM”… Together we are 
One, is one such combination of tradition and 
innovation. In tune with our theme, we will be 
HUMming with energy, focus and activities 
which will result in excellence, collaboration 
and significance. 

HUM Excellence - Excellence in every member, 
every Chapter, every Region leading to Excel-
lence at the National level. Excellence in deliv-
ering every Project and initiative through the 
stakeholders, in building a strong dais for 
future responsible youth leaders. 

HUM Collaboration - Collaboration at all levels 
within the organisation, leading the organisa-
tion to foster meaningful collaboration with 
partners to help take forward the cause and 
make it a successful one. Collaboration, con-
cludes in a conscious team of entrepre-
neurs/professionals from a pool of diverse 
backgrounds, driven by the same focus, pas-
sion, and vision!

HUM Significance – making Yi an Organisation 
of Significance. Significant as voice of youth, 
significant in contribution and significant in 
shaping the youth of India as leaders.

With India as head of G20, we at Yi will be host-
ing the G20 YEA (Young Entrepreneurship 
Alliance). I am sure every Yi member is as excit-
ed as me to host the mega event and will 
extend their support.

As I look forward to 2023 and me taking over as 
the National Chair of Yi, I recall the wonderful 
time I had with my good friend our National 
Chair - Raunak Goyal and the entire team of Yi 
leadership. I move ahead with certainty and 
confidence, and it comes with the support that 
I can count on from all my friends, mentors and 
members of Yi.

Wishing you all a very Happy New Year! let’s 
HUM together, to arise, awake and not stop till 
our vision is a REALITY!

DILIP KRISHNA
National Vice Chairman, Yi
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The year 2022 marked not only the 20th year of Yi but also the 75th year of Indian Independence. 
Sure, it is a time to celebrate and a sense of Utsav is in the air. 

This year’s theme - Utsav, is of course, a celebration of how far we have come and how far we 
would like to travel, but it is more so a Utsav of the confluence of Excellence, Collaboration and 
Significance, where we will celebrate excellence through leading for change, reinforcing the spirit 
of collaboration that will lead us towards becoming an organization of significance.

Utsav of Excellence is to celebrate Excellence in every Chapter, in every Region leading to Excel-
lence at the National level. Excellence in delivering every Project and initiative through the stake-
holders, in building a strong dais of future responsible youth leaders.

Utsav of Collaboration, looks to celebrate Collaboration at all levels within the organisation, lead-
ing the organisation to foster meaningful collaboration with partners to help take forward the 
cause and make it a successful one. Collaboration concludes in a conscious team of individuals 
driven by the same focus, passion and vision!

Utsav of Significance looks to celebrate Significance, in every Project, in every Initiative, position-
ing the organisation to be an organisation of Significance.

Utsav it is, of humanity based on Excellence, Collaboration and Significance.
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Young Indians (Yi) is a movement by Indian Youth to converge, lead, co-create and influence 
India’s future. Yi, formed in 2002 as an integral part of the Confederation of Indian Industry (CII), 
has created a platform for young Indians to work towards realizing a dream of a developed nation.  
Yi has an inclusive membership across its pan-India 58 city chapter network comprising of 5000 
direct members, who represent young progressive Indians between the age group of 21-45 years, 
comprising of entrepreneurs, professionals, and achievers from different walks of life and Yi 
stakeholders, which include over 1,20,000 YUVA college student, 1 Million + school children and 118 
rural communities across the country.

Yi conducts thousand of impactful projects and activities divided primarily into three areas: 
"Youth Leadership", "Nation Building” and “Thought Leadership”. Yi aims to emerge as the 
premier Indian youth organization with a voice on relevant platforms that work on solving India’s 
problems. Yi grooms its members for offices of significance and enables Indian youth to converge, 
collaborate and co-create using an expanding digitally enabled network.

Under Youth Leadership, Yi’s flagship programme YUVA, engages over 1,20,000 YUVA dynamic 
college students from 168 academic institutions across its pan-India chapter network towards its 
nation building initiatives and capacity-building programmes. Yi is one of the proud founders of the 
G20 Young Entrepreneurs Alliance (G20 YEA) & Commonwealth Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs – 
Asia (CAYE- Asia) and provides a platform for learning and engagement with young entrepreneurs 
around the world to understand and learn from the best practices and cultures.
 
Under Nation Building, Yi takes up several activities of social significance under Project MASOOM, 
Gift an Organ, Road Safety, Climate Change, Accessibility, Innovation and Entrepreneurship to 
influence positive change in the immediate ecosystem of stakeholders which extends to college 
and school students, rural communities, and the nation at large. 

Under Thought Leadership, Yi engages its stakeholders through a Contributory Movement of Con-
structive Action, Collaborative Reasoning and Collective Voice. Yi Leadership Academy (LA) 
upholds the founding principles & values and instills the same in Yi membership through Yi Lead-
ers Fellowship Program.

With Twenty  years of a glorious past and decades ahead with promise and belief, Yi is evolving as 
an ever-growing movement of young people with a conviction in "We Can, We Will".
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RAUNAK
GOYAL

National Chairman, Yi

DILIP
KRISHNA

National Vice Chairman, Yi

KAVITA
KOHLI

National Head, Yi

VIRENDRA
GUPTA

Deputy Director General, CII

SIDDHI
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NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER

MAYANK
JAIN

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER

TUSHAR
MISHRA

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER

SANDEEP
CHAUHAN

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE MEMBER

PALLAVI
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T E A M  2 0 2 2

NATIONAL EM
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NATIONAL MANAGEMENT

REGIONAL CHAIRS

ANUJ
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NORTHERN REGION
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SOUTHERN REGION TN
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BARUA
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PRAVEEN
AGARWAL

SOUTHERN REGION TKKA 

PRAVIT
PARIKH

WESTERN REGION

TARANG
KHURANA

EASTERN REGION

T E A M  2 0 2 2
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VERTICAL CHAIRS

SIVA BALA
HARISUDAN

ACCESSIBILITY

YASHODHARA
BAJORIA
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PIYUSH
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CLIMATE CHANGE

VIJAY
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ARUN
RATHOD
INNOVATION
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ENGAGEMENT

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
TECHNOLOGY

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT 
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ROHIT
VERMA

INTERNATIONAL 
MEMBERSHIP

VINOD
AGARWAL
INTERNATIONAL 

MISSIONS

VISHAL
AGARWALLA

G KALYANA
SUNDARAM

VARUN
JAIN
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VERTICAL CHAIRS

DR KAUSHIK
MURALI

LEADERSHIP ACADEMY 
 & HEALTH

DHRUV
SETH

LEARNING

SHREYANS
KASLIWAL

MASOOM

SAURABH 
SUREKA

MEMBERSHIP

OMKAR
KAMAT

ROAD SAFETY

RAJ
BHARAT

RURAL INITIATIVES

DARSHAN
MUTHA
INDIA@75 - 

YOUTH FESTIVAL

ROHIT
KAUNTIA
INDIA@75 -

Yi INITIATIVES

SIDDHARTH
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PRAVEEN
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DIVYA
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SHRINJAY
JOSHI

YUVA
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CHAPTER LAUNCH CHAMPION

MONIL
PARIKH

WEST

PAVITRA H
ARORA

NORTH

RAJESH
KUMAR B
SOUTH TKKA

SHOBHIT
MALANI

EAST

VIJAY
SHARMA
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VISHAL
MEHTA
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MADHAV
SINGHANIA

SPECIAL INVITEE
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EASTERN REGION

NORTH EASTERN REGION
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CHAPTER LEADERSHIP
2 0 2 2

ADITYA
MUNDRA

RAIPUR
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TIWARI
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NORTHERN REGION

BHUVAN
GOUR

KOTA

PANCHAM
CAJLA

CHANDIGARH

HARSHIT
GUPTA

DEHRADUN

PIRYANKAR
BAID
DELHI

JYOTSNA
SINGH AGARWAL

LUCKNOW

PRATEEK
AGARWAL

JAIPUR

NAVREET
SINGH SEHGAL

GURUGRAM

SOUTHERN REGION TKKA

ABHIJNA 
RAJIV
MYSURU

AISHWARYA 
NAYAK BHATT

HUBBALLI

ANANYA 
GOPALSETTY 
VISAKHAPATNAM

ARVIND 
THONDAN
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PILLARSOF
PROGRESS
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NATION BUILDING
MASOOM

The mantra of Project Masoom is “Play Your Part.” This motto creates an obligation for each one 
of us to play a role in protecting our country’s children. Whether a parent, a teacher, an employer 
or a politician; everyone has a part to play. It could be by making a phone call to report a concern, 
taking a safeguarding course, volunteering for Childline, enforcing a Child Protection Policy or 
creating an infrastructure for making children safe. We all have a part to play in the fight for a safe 
and a secure childhood for every child.  Capacity building is an integral aspect of Project Masoom 
and Yi is enabling it for its members, teachers, caregivers and relevant stakeholders through Train-
ing of Trainer (ToT) sessions. 

Project Masoom works in partnership with the Arpan, the WeProtect Global Alliance and many 
other noted organisations to spread awareness about Child Safety.

The project has come a long way by impacting millions of individuals in the communities and being 
endorsed by renowned personalities. Under this project, Yi conducts awareness/sensitisation 
sessions with children, teachers and parents/caregivers. Young Indians has earmarked 14-20 
November as Masoom Week, and the 20th November as Masoom Day every year. Yi also collabo-
rates with authorities and administration for support towards our cause and spread awareness 
about Child Protection to the public by organising campaigns in cities through rallies, hoardings, 
theatre, festivals, carnivals for kids, exhibitions, skits, the celebration of Yi Masoom day & week 
and talk shows on radio and TV channels. 

The year 2022, has been groundbreaking! Chapters across India had conducted over 400 activities. 
Some of the remarkable achievements were, Yi Masoom bagging the Guinness World Record for 
conducting the largest child safeguarding lesson at a single venue, where over 6,915 students 
attended the session. The Yi Masoom Team worked on accessibility by reaching the differently 
-abled children. Session packs were developed in Braille language and sessions were conducted 
at schools for differently-abled kids. The Komal video was also developed using sign language. 
There was a conscious effort to move beyond the city schools and reach a more diverse audience 
during the year. Sessions were conducted at rural government schools, anganwadis, orphanages, 
slums, housing societies, corporates, etc. To disseminate the message new delivery methods were 
developed, such as skits and nukkad nataks, translation of ‘My Safety Book’ in various languages, 
QR-enabled billboards installed at various locations, Masoom Runs organized across the country, 
Radio Talk shows, etc. 

Project MASOOM is one of the key projects of Yi, where 
we work on various initiatives towards creating awareness 
on Child Safety and Protection and eliminating child sexual 
abuse through awareness sessions, campaigns, events and 
social media across the country.
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ROAD SAFETY

During the year 2020, the total recorded 3,66,138 road accidents caused loss of 1,31,714 persons’ 
lives and injured 3,48,279 persons. Unfortunately, the worst affected age group in Road accidents 
is 18-45 years, which accounts for about 70% of total accidental deaths. On average, approximate-
ly 1000 accidents happen daily, and we lose close to 360 citizens every day. These figures are wor-
risome, and the importance, of Road Safety on the roads in a country like India cannot be over-
looked by any organization or individual today. 

Under the Yi pillar of National Building, Road Safety has been one of the main projects of Yi for  
the last few years. The vertical of Road Safety is passionate about creating awareness among 
young children, so that road discipline and safety are part of their ethos from a young age. For the 
youth of the country, it is to ensure that Road Safety rules and regulations are followed, and an 
emphasis is created for everybody else in the society to do so by doing campaigns, programs and 
being part of the ecosystem of the administrations across the country. 

The objective is to educate people on the importance of abiding by traffic rules and imbibing in 
them a responsibility to take care of the fellow Indians which is done through the below modules

1)Farishtey: This year under the Farishtey initiative, the team unveiled a new logo and modified the 
module to include emergency responders training. Yi Farishtey focuses on providing awareness 
sessions on the Good Samaritan Act. The purpose of a Good Samaritan Law is to provide legal pro-
tection to bystanders who come to the aid and rescue of victims of road crashes.  In the year 2022, 
the Farishtey Team worked on providing the YUVA wing of Yi with Emergency Responder Training. 
Yi Emergency Responder Program will be skilling the young of India to be a part of saving the  lives 
of accident or incident victims on roads or places in general. We have entered into an MOU with 
the Alert Foundation (for the SRTN region) to provide us with the resources to train YUVA students 
as emergency responders. Yi Madurai conducted its first training.

2)Chota COP Project: The project aims to increase awareness on the need for Road Safety among 
Children.  The project’s purpose is to create agents/chota cops who remind parents and others in 
society about Road Safety.

3)Animal Protection Program: Rural Road Safety Animal Protection program to protect animals 
and to avoid road accidents involving animals.

Road Accidents are one of the leading causes of death, 
disability and hospitalization of people worldwide in gen-
eral and Indias in particular. One out of 10 people killed on 
roads across the world is from India, according to the 
World Health Organization.
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HEALTH

Yi Health Week was organised from 4-10 April 2022 across chapters and we had our leaders sign 
off on the Yi Health Pledge as a commitment in the presence of, Hussain Rasheed, Regional Advi-
sor WHO, Regional Office for South East Asia, New Delhi.

32 Chapters started their Health Journey during the health week with 875 Units of blood collect-
ed, 3000+  rural Indians screened through health camps, members walking or cycling 5814 kilo-
metres and 7000+ children made aware about mental health through menstrual issues through 
awareness talks. We also had an endorsement for our campaign with a video message from Shri  
Krishna Devarayulu Lavu, Member of Parliament, Andhra Pradesh. Rajkot had the most units of 
blood collected .

Can an Indian city aspire to be nominated for being a healthy 
city by 2030? Towards answering this, Yi has launched the 
Health vertical with a defined roadmap to build engagement 
on healthy living across chapters. ABC - Active Living, Bridg-
ing Health Inequity and Child and Adolescent Health would 
be the pillars for Yi Health interventions.
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Yi Health Identity was created - The Lotus flower represents a journey from darkness and pain to 
light and healing which is experienced as overall health and wellness. Circle with the dots repre-
sents our Chapters and our intent to bridge the various stakeholders in our pursuit of the objec-
tives of a healthy city by 2030.

Yi DBM conclave at Kolkata, again put mental health at center stage, with Mrs. Neerja Birla, Chair-
person MPower, sharing her mission to promote mental health in a holistic manner.

Despite scientific advancements, there is no replacement for 
Blood. With Gift An Organ becoming a part of the health 
vertical, Yi Donor Premier League promoted blood donation 
and was a success with an impact of potentially saving 5586 
lives. Yi Raipur collected the most units. 

International Day for Yoga, June 21 saw 7166 participants 
from members, YUVA & Thalir across chapters in India partici-
pate in Yoga sessions.

Chapters conducted activities around World Autism Aware-
ness Day, National Anti-Tobacco Day , World Hypertension 
Day. Innovations ranged from a booklet on organ donation 
from Delhi to Kochi collaborating in an event that distributed 
the most menstrual cups in the world, and many others. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP

YI ENTREPRENEURSHIP WEEK 2022

Young Indians has a vision to be recognized for creating an environment that promotes entrepre-
neurship as a tool for developing India. This is intended to be achieved through knowledge delivery, 
mentorship and market access that would enable entrepreneurs to scale and inspire students on 
the path of entrepreneurship. Yi is working to create entrepreneurs through mentors and intern-
ships for college students and by working with school students from an early age.

Entrepreneurship plays an important role in the development of a country. It is one of the most 
important inputs in economic development. An entrepreneur can be regarded as a person who has 
the initiative, skill and motivation to set up a business or enterprise of his own and who always 
looks for high achievements. Yi chapters came together to celebrate Entrepreneurship during the 
Yi Entrepreneurship Week 2022 held from 14-21 August 2022. During the week, more than 50 activ-
ities were organised by the various chapters across all regions.

Yi recognizes, entrepreneurship as a key element of trans-
formation for India heading into the next decade of growth. 
This would not only create value in terms of economic 
wealth, but also be a trigger for job creation and is a path 
that is needed for solving the myriad challenges that 
prevent India from reaching its potential.
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To celebrate our 75th Independence Day & Yi Entrepreneurship Week, Yi Entrepreneurship Vertical 
launched a small video about what we aspire to do for our cities & about our contribution to 
nation-building.
• Youth entrepreneurship plays a major role in many areas of the societal framework, ranging 
from economic upliftment to significant social changes. 
• Young Indians aim to give the wings of development to India by empowering the youth of today 
through Yi Youth Entrepreneurship.
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YI SESSION ON FUTURE OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP & BUSINESS

As part of Yi Entrepreneurship Week 2022, Yi National organised Session on Future of Entrepre-
neurship & Business on 16 August 2022. Welcoming the speakers & participants, Mr. Dilip Krishna, 
National Vice Chair- YoungIndians, shared that Yi recognizes, entrepreneurship as a key element of 
transformation for India heading into the next decade of growth. This would not only create value 
in terms of economic wealth, but also be a trigger for job creation and is a path that is needed for 
solving the myriad challenges that prevent India from reaching its potential. Young Indians has a 
vision to be recognized for creating an environment, which promotes entrepreneurship as a tool 
for developing India. 

The session was addressed by Dr. Sudhir Mehta, Chairman & Managing Director, Pinnacle Indus-
tries Ltd ; Mr Ashwini Malhotra, Managing Director, Weikfield Foods Pvt. Ltd ; Mr. Vinod Sharma, 
Managing Director, Deki Electronics Limited & Mr. Shakir Haq, Chief Executive Officer, NKP Empire 
Ventures Pvt. Ltd
 
Earlier setting the context, Mr. Vijaya Darshan J, Chair- Entrepreneurship, Yi, said that Youth Entre-
preneurship has an impact on social as well as cultural and economic progress of the society. 
Building an environment that promotes creativity and provides opportunities for entrepreneurship 
calls for multi-pronged strategy implementation and involvement at all levels, including govern-
ment, industry, political, social as well as educational sectors. Mr Jalesh Arya, Chair- Entrepre-
neurship, Yi, sumed-up the session and proposed a vote of thanks.
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YI-STANFORD SEED SPARK PROGRAM

To promote Entrepreneurship & Start-Ups, Yi continued its association with Stanford University, 
Graduate School of Business and organised two cohorts of Yi-Stanford Seed Spark in the months 
of March & September, 2022. 

Yi- Stanford Seed Spark is a 5-month, online entrepreneurship program designed for entrepre-
neurs running early-stage start-ups to build their strategy, grow their network and ultimately 
boost their business acumen. Seed Spark is offered by Stanford Institute for Innovation in Devel-
oping Economies (Stanford Seed) along with their Seed Spark collaborators exclusively offering to 
their network of entrepreneurs. Twenty Yi early-stage entrepreneurs were shortlisted post exten-
sive screening processes. The participants were awarded certificates on completion of the pro-
gram.
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INNOVATION

Innovation is a novel and convenient solution to a problem 
or a need that was unaddressed before. It could be an 
idea, a method, or a product. The ultimate objective of the 
innovation may vary from the commercialization of the 
product, idea, or service to being considered a solution for 
the betterment of society or just a way to explore the pos-
sibilities and extend human evolution. 

    RURAL JUGAAD COMPETITION 2022

Yi Innovation & Rural Initiatives verticals, in collaboration, launched the national Yi Rural Jugaad 
Competition in August, 2022. The objective of the competition was to discover the Innovations 
done in our villages and take them to the masses and to get the best ideas to the maximum 
number of villages so that we could help them in making their lives better. Jugaad as a product 
eases human efforts, is sustainable and can be replicated in villages across India.
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a total 30 teams participated from 18 Yi Chapters, out of which 9 teams have been shortlisted for 
the Final Competition held on 28 September, 2022. The Tractor Wagon Project team from Yi 
Aurangabad was adjugated the winners, the first runner up position was awarded to Yi Trichy 
Team and Second Runner up position was jointly given to Yi Jaipur & Yi Rajkot teams. The compe-
tition was judged by Ms. Smita Agarwal, Immediate Past National Chair, Yi & Director & Chief 
Financial Officer, PTC Industries Ltd; Mr. Anuj Kothari,Past Yi National Chairman & Chief Executive, 
Adinath Enterprise & Mr. Jacob Joy, Past Yi National Chairman & Director, JJ Confectionery Pvt Ltd. 
The competition was led by Mr Arun Rathore, Chair-Innovation & Mr. Ritesh Sood, Co-Chair Innova-
tion-Young Indians.

Winning teams were awarded trophies & certificates during the Yi Pathbreaker Summit held in 
Ahmedabad.

IDS 2.0 - SMART CITY INNOVATION CHALLENGE

Yi Innovation has launched the IDS 2.0 – “Smart City Innovation Challenge” with the goal of pro-
moting innovation and creating an impact with an actionable solution towards nation-building. IDS 
2.0 was committed to promoting an innovative mindset and solving problems across the nation 
and creating an impact for the greater good. The second edition received an overwhelming 
response of 200+ entries from Yi chapters across the country.
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Some of our areas of engagement include:

• Empowering children to understand and tackle climate change
• Encouraging young people to come to the forefront of climate change conversations
• Enabling young people to develop skills to adapt to climate change effectively
• Supporting rural population for skill development and sustainable climate change solutions
• Initiate projects for climate adaptation and mitigation, including focus on disaster management    
and relief

Yi's Climate Change also engages at the local, state, national and international levels with govern-
ments and organizations towards climate change advocacy.

Over the years, Yi has responded to towards and supported disaster relief work, and initiated 
afforestation and water conservation projects across the country. Yi has also participated in the 
UN Climate Change Conference 26 (UNFCCC COP 26) in Glasgow.

CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate Change initiative aims to bring together the 
nation's youth and engage them in positive climate action. 
We aim to create awareness, educate, and initiate projects 
towards climate action, including climate adaptation and 
mitigation.
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The Yi Compost challenge initiative was launched on 17 April, 2022 under Climate Change. The 
objective was to educate and create individual home composters, thus spreading the word about 
composting as a tool for climate action. Yi had collaborated with Track Change as the knowledge 
partner. 

During the 64-day game cycle, more than 800 individuals across all Yi chapters joined this program 
at their city-level virtual Yi Compost Hubs. 

• Miyawaki Model of Afforestation
• Water Body Rejuvenation
• Compost Challenge
• One Student One Tree Program
• Water Warriors Program

Yi CLIMATE CHANGE MODULES

Yi COMPOST CHALLENGE

Yi CELEBRATES “WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY”

05 JUNE 2022
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Yi organised the Yi Climate Change Action Summit 2022 on 19 September, 2022 Virtually. The 
Climate Change Summit has built value for our stakeholders in terms of an increased understand-
ing about climate change, and the need for youth to engage in positive climate action and leader-
ship. 

The virtual event was a huge success, with eminent speakers who spoke about various aspects, 
including:

• Youth and Climate Change
• Climate Change in the Classroom
• Preserving Water, Air and Land for Climate Action
• Global Climate Simulation Workshop
• Carbon Markets & Blockchain
• UTKARSH: Yi towards Carbon Neutrality

This virtual event was attended by all stakeholders (MYTRI) of Yi pan India. The event covered vari-
ous key issues pertaining to climate change and how they can be addressed in today’s scenario.

The speakers for the event included Yi National Leadership, Yi National Management Team mem-
bers and key eminent climate leaders from Climate Interactive, BBG Foundation, ClimACT Founda-
tion, YFS India, Trust01, Climate Collective, CEE, Climate Reality Project India, and EcoV Sri Lanka.

Yi Chapters across PAN India conducted various Climate Change activities during the week, includ-
ing “One Student One Tree” done by Yi Raipur Chapter; Yi Gurugram Sapling Plantation Drive at 
Government school; Yi Kota has initiated a campaign “ No to single use Plastic Drive” in which 4 
hoarding were put up in the city. Yi Guwahati Chapter as part of the Climate Change Week 2022 
organised awareness session with Thalir schools on Save Water and distributed Water Warrior 
forms to 1200 students.

The key focus areas for the Yi Climate Action Week 2022 were:

• Carbon Sequestration: Afforestation through Miyawaki & One Student One Tree Program
• Water Footprint: Conserving Water though Pond Rejuvenation & Water Warriors Program
• Circular Thinking: Composting Awareness & Education
• Reaching Carbon Neutrality: Moving towards carbon-neutral and sustainable Yi events
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ACCESSIBILITY

• 2nd April - Demystifying Autism
Celebrating World Autism Awareness Day through a panel discussion with leading experts from 
the field - Let's spread the word!!

• 3rd April - #uthesabkekadam
Providing Prostheses to beneficiaries by enabling them to stand up on their feet - Let's enable the 
disabled

• 4th April - Rock, Spin, Slide & Learn with the Uniquely Human! Continuing to celebrate World 
Autism Awareness Day by taking 20 Autistic Children to Toniland Forum, to spend a few hours in 
the play area there - Let's spread the joy!

• 5th April - Dinner with International Partners from Finland, one of the pillars behind the work 
Accessibility continues to do towards Nation Building - Let's spread our wings

Yi under its Nation Building Initiatives continued to improve 
the quality of life of the differently abled by creating accessi-
bility solutions through stakeholder engagement and instal-
lations of access ramps across cities.

Yi Kolkata Accessibility Team launched the Braille Buttons for Elevators at the first mall of the city 
- Forum Mall & Forum Courtyard, to make the city more ACCESSIBLE for the blind.

     KOLKATA

Yi Jamshedpur Accessibility Vertical collaborated with the Cricket Association for the blind in 
India to organise a four-day training camp for women cricketers. The aim of the program was to 
empower and transform blind women through cricket.

    JAMSHEDPUR

ACCESSIBILITY WEEK
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STAKE HOLDERS
MEMBERSHIP

In 2022, Yi scaled to new heights with over 5000 members 
and expanded its reach to 58 chapters with a chapter 
launched in Sivakasi, Tamilnadu. This year, the new 
member kit is also revamped to make it eco-friendlier and 
relevant to the Yi ecosystem. The vertical also made 
significant progress in the launch of the E-Marketplace for 
Yi membership.
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YUVA

YUVA is a part of the Yi stakeholders team (MYTRi) and 
aims to engage with college students in Yi chapters. 

• Yi YUVA was conceived with the vision to synergize students and their energy for positive action.
• Yi YUVA engages students in SELF-DEVELOPMENT, SKILL BUILDING, COMMUNITY SERVICE & 
NATION BUILDING activities.
• Yi YUVA provides a platform for students to actively participate in our various Yi Projects / Initia-
tives so that the students learn to conceptualize, plan, collaborate, execute and develop them-
selves as holistic future Youth Leaders. 

• Building Youth Leadership With a Futuristic Thought Process
• Developing Responsible Youth For The Future - Engaging in Nation-Building
• Skilling & Training Of Youth
• Be The Voice Of Young India

Yi YUVA OBJECTIVES

Yi YUVA DELIVERABLES

LEADERSHIP
DEVELOPMENT

NATION
BUILDING

PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

ABOUT     YUVA
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• Young Indians signed MoU with All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) during Yi Take 
Pride 2022. 
• Yi YUVA onboarded over 1,20,000 students from 168 institutes in the year and engaged them with 
Yi projects and initiatives.

YEAR HIGHLIGHTS
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THALIR

Thalir is an initiative that concentrates on the holistic 
development of school children. To work with schools in 
empowering and nurturing every child to be independent, 
safe, happy, inclusive and responsible citizens, and to 
nurture school children, to make them happy and be 
responsible for society's happiness at large. 

During the year 2022, Yi signed up with 12,00,000 students  across 58 chapters. Thalir engaged the 
student through its projects and activities i.e., Masoom, Road Safety, Climate Change, Accessibili-
ty, Health, Entrepreneurship, and Innovation. That way, children can connect and understand why 
it is important to be safe and keep others safe, the importance of keeping the environment safe 
and also to become responsible citizens with utmost patriotism and compassion for this world to 
become a better place to live in.

REGIONAL DATA 2022
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RURAL INITIATIVES

Rural Initiatives is a part of the Yi stakeholders team (MYTRi) 
and aims to promote rural communities in Yi chapters. Rural 
Initiatives (RI) works towards creating an environment to fulfill 
the aspirations of rural citizens, bring about a change in atti-
tude, which is crucial for any transformation, and empower 
communities in villages through participatory rural develop-
ment.

Yi aims to achieve this step by building a robust participatory model where it can collaborate in 
the rural sector with local communities, industry, and enterprise. Yi projects and initiatives have 
tremendous potential to make a difference in rural communities.

Yi Rural Initiatives network has worked across India through more than 120 rural units served by 
58 Yi Chapters. To meet its objectives, the chapters throughout the year created awareness about 
its projects and involved the participation of youth by the rural stakeholders. Many of the Yi Smart  
Learning Centers were revived and new centres were opened during the year. Yi Chapters also 
joined hands with local organizations in the respective rural areas and engaged the local stake-
holders in developmental activities that are most relevant to their needs.
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Yi LEARNING

Yi LEARNING MISSION TO INSEAD, FRANCE
31st OCT - 5th NOV 2022

As one of the most aspirational learning programs, the CII - 
Young Indians conducted a 5-days residential learning mission 
at the INSEAD Paris campus in France from 31 Oct to 5 
November 2022. This outbound residential program was an 
accelerated executive education program for existing business 
leaders to further enhance their leadership and decision-mak-
ing skills and add to their personal value proposition.

The participants of the program comprised of second and third-generation entrepreneurs and 
professionals from various sectors like manufacturing, automobile, pharmaceuticals, hospitality, 
tourism, real estate, financial service, etc., having a fair experience of running an organization of 
more than 20 years from the top management front.    

Some of the key areas focused on the INSEAD learning mission comprised of organizational behav-
ior in modern-day digital era, critical decision making and strategy formation for Industry 2.0

Some of the noted takeaways and key learnings are:

• Adoptive Organizational Behavior
• Decision-Making As a Universal Asset 
• Methodologies Of Quick And Responsive Strategy-Making 
• Defining And Alignment Of Interpersonal Goals With That Of Organizational Goals
• Defining Self-Growth Plans
• Identification And Classification Of Networks And Connections Within The Organization.
  
The participants of the program were provided with an industrial tour at Schneider Electric, where 
a detailed presentation was made on how the origination gained an edge owing to process auto-
mation and digitalization.

At the end of the program, the participants were provided with certification for the successful 
completion of the program.
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INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENTS

Young Indians engage its members through international mis-
sions/bilateral meetings with countries around the globe to 
understand the opportunities and learn from the best practic-
es and cultures. As a founding member of the G20 Young 
Entrepreneurs Alliance (G20 YEA) & Commonwealth Alliance of 
Young Entrepreneurs – Asia, Yi championed promoting Inter-
national Engagement to its membership. 

As an alliance member of the G20 Young Entrepreneurs Alliance, Yi participated at the G20 YEA 
Hamburg, Germany Summit held from 27-28 October,2022. The event saw participation from 
Brazil, Canada, Germany, China, Mexico, Turkey, the European Union, France, Italy, South Africa, 
the United Kingdom, Singapore, Nigeria (Invitee) and India, with more than 150 delegates. 

Mr. Parvathaneni Harish, Ambassador of India to the Federal Republic of Germany, Embassy of 
India was invited as the Chief Guest. Addressing the occasion, Mr Parvathaneni Harish, Ambassa-
dor of India to the Federal Republic of Germany, Embassy of India said “As India prepares for the 
G20 Presidency starting from 01 December 2022, the G20 countries starting from Indonesia, 
moving to India followed up Brazil and South Africa are actively looking on to developing countries 
with young population having a strong entrepreneurial base and dynamic innovation ideas. India, 
along with other G20 countries, is actively looking together to bring the entrepreneurial communi-
ty to bring in the entrepreneurial dynamism to the whole process of how the G20 YEA Alliance 
works.

The process of entrepreneurship and innovation in India has gone through a significant change in 
the last five years and stood out well during the pandemic. India has gone digital with National 
Biometric Identification System for 1.2 billion citizens. Digital and fintech are two aspects on which 
India should focus during its Presidency to bring together all the entrepreneurs from the G20 
countries. The second area of focus is on green energy transition with India committed to becom-
ing carbon neutral by 2070 and producing 500 gigawatts of renewable energy by 2030 hence 
reducing the spread of carbon footprint by 2030. The third area of focus is Entrepreneurship in the 
field of education and health as an important subject globally, which will open new opportunities 
to bring in innovation, digitalisation in health and education through telemedicine and tele-educa-
tion. The discussion will focus on these areas in the summit in 2023. The honourable Prime Minis-
ter of India has launched a lifestyle” for the environment” as a major theme where saving the 
planet should not be outsourced to the governments but should be the responsibility of the 
citizens to care for the environment by bringing in changes in the consumption and production 
patterns.

The logo for the G20 Young Entrepreneur Alliance (YEA) Summit was also launched by the Ambas-
sador with the theme “HUM” Together We Are One.

Annually, the G20 YEA releases the official G20 YEA Communique at the Summit.
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NATIONAL SUMMIT

Young Indians Annual Take Pride 2022 and Annual Day was 
held from 20-21 January 2022 at Jaypee Greens Golf & Spa 
Resort, Greater Noida, announcing the change in Yi Nation-
al Leadership for 2021. 

NATIONAL SUMMIT TAKE PRIDE 2022

Yi Annual Flagship Summit TakePride 2022, organized from 20-21 January 2022, was addressed by 
stellar speakers from across the country and the world, including Mr. Rakesh Bharti Mittal, Past 
President, CII & Vice Chairman, Bharti Enterprises, Mr. Saahil Goel, Co-Founder & CEO, Ship Rocket, 
Mr. Sairaj Dhond, Founder & CEO, Wakao Foods, Mr. Brijesh Agrawal, Co-Founder & Director, India-
Mart, Ms. Sneha Sharma, F4 Race Driver, Mr. Suprej Venkat, Race Driver & Automobile Enthusiast, 
Mr. Jatin Ahuja, Founder & Managing Director Big Boy Toyz, Ms. Divya Dutta, Actor & Writer and Mr. 
Vinod Sharma, Managing Director, Deki Electronics.

The annual summit TakePride concluded with the annual session of Young Indians, a year in which 
more than 4000 primary members & 29500 YUVA impacted over a million Indians, with over 3000 
activities and events across its 56-pan India chapters. 
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To celebrate our achievement, to get motivated from great visionaries, to collectively mull over the 
future roadmap, to share and brandish our work across 58 chapters in diverse projects, collective-
ly and all under one roof we host our annual flagship Yi Annual Summit called “TakePride'23” in 
the month of January.

Starting from the year 2016, we have rebranded our annual summit as TAKE PRIDE and have had 
seven very successful editions that were not only very well attended by leaders and dignitaries in 
diverse fields who came and addressed the youth but also appreciated and applauded the model 
of this energizing conference. The Seventh consecutive edition of the Summit is scheduled for 7th 
and 8th January in Jaipur City. TakePride offers a platform to both sung and unsung heroes / 
champions who share an inspiring story and leave a nutritious food for thought for the young lead-
ers of Yi eventually both in the interest of the organization as well as their personal- professional 
trajectory.

2022 was a year of Utsav’s, and what better way to close it out with the largest gathering of Young 
Indians ever! The beautiful and royal of Jaipur awaits you on the 07th  and 08th  of January, for a 
take pride that will enthrall you , excite you and give experiences like never before !

Join us to celebrate the Moment!!!
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Yi ER SUMMIT :  DBM CONCLAVE
Yi DBM (Dream, Believe, Magic) conclave was hosted by Yi Kolkata chapter on 29 - 30 April 2022 
to strive to bring together the best of the thought leaders and influencers from across the fields 
of business, politics, science, arts and philanthropy. the Conclave was attended by over 600 Young 
Indian leaders, entrepreneurs, professionals and change-agents from across the country.

Yi DBM conclave had eminent speakers from different disciplines as divergent for sharing their 
thoughts on the significance of youth leadership and the importance of perspectives that young 
minds bring to various fields. Other highlights were the Light & Sound Show at Victoria Memorial, 
Kolkata and a Live Concert by Honey Singh.

Some Of The Key Speakers Were:
• Mr. Nick Low, British Deputy High Commissioner, Kolkata
• Mr. Daniel Sim, Deputy Consul-General, Australia
• Mr. Adrian Pratt, Director, American Center Kolkata
• Mr. Abhijit Roy, Managing Director & CEO, Berger Paints
• RJ Praveen, India’s No 1 RJ
• Mrs. Namita Thapar, Executive Director, Emcure Pharmaceutical & Judge Shark Tank India
• Mr. Sagar Daryani, CEO & Co-Founder, Wow Momo Foods Pvt. Ltd.
• Mr. Mayank Jalan, CMD, Keventer Agro Ltd.
• Mrs. Neerja Birla, Founder & Chairperson, MPower & Chairperson, Aditya Birla World Academy
• Mr. Ashish Kumar Chauhan, Managing Director & CEO, BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange)

REGIONAL CONCLAVE
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Yi UTKARSH was organised by Yi Bengaluru Chapter. 300 young entrepreneurs and Yi members 
participated from over 40 Chapters pan-India to collaborate and build a perspective on the role of 
youth leadership in building India’s future.

Key highlights of UTKARSH conclave included: -
• Address by chief guest, Dr. C. N. Ashwath Narayan, Hon'ble Minister for Higher Education; IT & BT, 
Science & Technology; Skill Development, Entrepreneurship & Livelihood, Government of
Karnataka
• Keynote Address on “Nation Building through Entrepreneurship” by Mr. Kris Gopalakrishnan, Past 
President, CII; Co-Founder, Infosys Limited & Chairman, Axilor Ventures
• Address on "Brand Your Way To Success" by Mr. Arjun Ranga, CII Karnataka Chairman, Managing 
Director, N Ranga Rao & Sons (Cycle Pure Agarbathies) 
• Address on India-China Relations and the Boundary Dispute by Mr. Maroof Raza, Author, Media 
Commentator, Defense Analyst 
• Half day at IIM Bangalore NSRCEL for sessions on leadership with theme of the sessions – Start. 
Scale. Sustain and special address by Prof. Rishikesh T Krishnan.

This was Yi’s first carbon-neutral event organised ever. It was certified by the Consulate that 
Utkarsh was a carbon carbon-neutral. 

    UTKARSH REGIONAL CONCLAVE SRTKKA
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Yi WR Summit : PathBreakers 2.0
Yi Pathbreakers 2.0 summit was the flagship event of the Western Region, held in Ahmedabad, 
Gujarat on 30 September & 1 October 2022 with an intent to bring together the best of the thought 
leaders and influencers from across the fields of business, politics, science, arts and philanthropy. 
PathBreakers 2.0 was attended by over 350+ Young Indians leaders, entrepreneurs, professionals 
and change agents from across the country.
Yi PathBreakers 2.0 Summit had a central theme of “The Next Big Challenge” and a unity campaign 
called “Mein Hi Bharat”. The eminent speakers from different disciplines shared their thoughts on 
the significance of youth leadership and the importance of perspectives that young minds bring in 
various fields to successfully address the upcoming challenges. In addition to the learning and 
knowledge sharing by all the eminent personalities at the summit, various engaging activities were 
organized, namely an exclusive Garba Experience (The World’s longest Dance Festival) and Herit-
age Walk to showcase the rich heritage of India’s first UNESCO heritage city, Walking across the 
Sabarmati River on the iconic Atal Bridge was an enriching experience. The Helicopter Joy Ride 
organised for all members left them to mesmerize by the beautiful birds eye view of the City of 
Ahmedabad.

Some of the key speakers were:
Smt. Smriti Irani, Hon’ble Cabinet Minister and Minister of Women and Child Development of India
Pujya Brahmavihari Swami, Sant, BAPS Swaminarayan Sanstha  
Shri. Harsh Sanghvi, Hon’ble Home Minister, Government of Gujarat
Dr. Sangita Reddy, Joint Managing Director, Apollo Hospitals 
Mr. Ram Madhav, Author & Member Governing Council India Foundation
Mr. Kulin Lalbhai, Executive Director, Arvind Limited
Mr. Sudhir Chaudhary, Consulting Editor, Aaj Tak
Mr. Piyush Mishra, Actor & Director
Ms. Bhavina Patel, Indian Para-Athlete and Gold Winner
Ms. Sonal Patel, Indian Para-Athlete and Bronze Winner
Mr. Harshwardhan Lunia, Co-Founder & CEO, Lendingkart
Mr. Arjit Johri, Vice President, Mars Shot Ventures 
Mr. Prafull Billore, Founder, MBA Chaiwala Academy 
Mr. Abhijeet Satani, Inventor
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Yi EASTERN REGIONAL COUNCIL MEETING
Yi Eastern Regional Council Meeting was held on 22-23 July 2023 in Raipur with an objective to 
align the regional chapters, national projects and initiatives, and to co-create a synergy between 
the chapters, and the best practices. were highlighted for the benefit of other chapters. The 2-day 
programme? witnessed deliberations on the Genesis of Yi, sharing of best practices, team-building 
activities, etc. 

Mr. Raunak Goyal, Yi National Chair, Mr. Dilip Krishna, Yi National Vice Chair and Mr. Tarang Khura-
na, Yi ER Regional Chair, amongst others, joined as key speakers and shared their thoughts on the 
subject. The session was attended by 121 participants from all across the region.

REGIONAL UPDATES

Through Rang De, the rural population has been 
trained to manufacture and sell Herbal and 
Organic Gulal during Holi festival.

Rang De

During the Raksha Bandhan festival, a group of 
rural women was trained to manufacture and 
sell handmade rakhis, thereby converting them 
into micro-entrepreneurs for the future.

Hand Made Rakhis

For training rural women in a variety of skills 
including stitching, tailoring and embroidery 
training in the rural villages. By the end of this 
year, Yi Siliguri Chapter conducted three such 
batches.

Saksham
Tailoring Training Program 

During the Diwali festive season, Yi Siliguri initi-
ated its flagship project of training rural people 
to make Diyas made of Cow Dung. This project 
received great response and acceptance from 
everyone, given the project's goal of promoting 
rural entrepreneurship and fostering a support-
ing hand to the Gowshalas.

Gomya Diyas 

RURAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

EASTERN REGION

Yi Siliguri has been able in contribute in the training and up-skilling of the rural population in its 
adopted villages. Yi Siliguri Chapter has executed the following skill development programs this 
year to boost employment in the rural community by collaborating with various organisations and 
local villages :

Yi SILIGURI
CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS
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Yi Siliguri organised a mega Rally on the theme of the chapter for this year-Shining Siliguri. The 
purpose of the rally was to create awareness about Climate change, Health & Road Safety. Over 
600 people took part in the rally wherein 200 participants were a part of a 21km Cyclothon and 
400+ took part in a 5 km Walkathon. Yi Siliguri members, YUVA members and participants from 
more than 20 organisations took part and the special attraction were differently-able kids from 
Matri Chayaa under Accessibility. 

SHINING SILIGURI CAR RALLY

Yi Kolkata installed braille instructions at the entrance and various points on the Sealdah station, 
and along with providing training to the porters to guide the blind to the Braille Installations. 

The project was inaugurated by Mr. Shailendra Pratap Singh, DRM Sealdah, who appreciated the 
thought and efforts made by Yi Kolkata towards making Kolkata a safe space for the special-
ly-abled, a city which can be navigated independently!!!

BRAILLEY WAY@SEALDAH
Yi KOLKATA
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Yi Bhubaneswar conducted an entrepreneurship development program with XIMB, Bhubaneshwar 
premier B-School. It was a 2-day certification programme where members from different chapters 
also participated. A 2-day live session was conducted by the eminent professors of the B-School 
at the campus itself and it was a wonderful learning experience.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Yi BHUBANESWAR

Yi Sikkim organized a cross-chapter with Yi Nagaland from 06 to 08 April 2022. The program was 
filled with exchange of knowledge & culture between the representatives and participants of Yi.

On 06 April evening Yi Sikkim & Yi Nagaland members had interactions with local entrepreneurs of 
Sikkim at Denzong Shangrila Hotel & Spa, Gangtok in hopes of weaving to better understanding of 
the entrepreneurial eco-system in both states. During this entrepreneur meet, both the chapter 
members and local entrepreneurs got an opportunity to look beyond boundaries for their enter-
prises. Industrial visits to 2 of the most famous brands of Sikkim – WAIWAI & Sikkim Supreme 
manufacturing facilities. Yi Sikkim members were joined by 19 Yi Siliguri members along with 22 Yi 
Nagaland members for the industrial visit.

It was a great learning experience for all to see the entrepreneurial spirit of the man who started 
from a small town in Nepal to owning six factories in India alone, along with other global presence, 
to build one of the fastest-growing noodle brands in the world.

CROSS-CHAPTER WITH YI NAGALAND
Yi SIKKIM
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Yi Ranchi organised a Cyclothone on 23rd April 2022 to raise awareness for climate change and 
promote good health. The Event was divided into three categories – (a) 50km on Mountain/ Hybrid 
Cycle (b) 30km on Mountain/ Hybrid Cycle (c) 50km on Road Bicycle. The event turned out to be 
extremely successful as the total number of participants went up to 100, which was our target for 
the event. There were separate sets of awards for male & female categories, respectively. This 
event pumped up the spirit of members.

CYCLING EVENT
Yi RANCHI

Yi Jamshedpur organized a mega blood donation camp at two places simultaneously i.e Red Cross 
Bhawan and Arka Jain University. The chapter was able to collect 204 units of blood in 6 hours’ 
time which was a great achievement for the chapter. Also, the donors who have donated blood 
more than 30 times in their lifetime were also facilitated. The activity was carried out with the 
help of YUVA vertical.

BLOOD DONATION CAMP
Yi JAMSHEDPUR
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Yi Raipur chapter conducted a Miyawaki Plantation Drive for creating a Green Belt of Native Plants. 
the chapter has developed 6 Sites of Miyawaki Forest covering an area of 1.04 lac square feet with 
a native plantation of more than 30650 plants under the mentorship of Mr. Dinesh Agrawal, 
Founding Chair, Yi Raipur Chapter and Mr. Mitesh Singhania, Chair, Climate Change.

MIYAWAKI PLANTATION DRIVE
LEAVING A GREEN FOOTPRINT BEHIND

Yi RAIPUR

Yi Howrah organised the membership engagement Meet & Greet with Cricketer Piyush Chawla. This 
event was well appreciated by the chapter membership.

MEMBERS MEET & GREET WITH MR. PIYUSH CHAWLA 
Yi HOWARH
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NORTH EASTERN REGION

2nd All Assam Young Achievers Quiz: 4 June 2022- Yi Guwahati Chapter on the occasion of World 
Environment Day under its Climate Change Vertical organised the 2nd All Assam Young Achievers 
Quiz in association with the Board of Secondary Education Assam (SEBA) on 4 June 2022. they 
received 3868 registrations out of which 10 participants from across the State of Assam partici-
pated in the final round on 4 June 2022. The finale was held online and hosted by Quiz Master Mr. 
Venkatesh from Bangalore. Prof. Dr. Nani Gopal Mahanta, Advisor to the Govt. of Assam, Education 
Department was present as the Chief Guest and he announced the name of the winners. Halima 
Ahmed of Buds Academy from Barpeta bagged the first prize, Bikash Sut of Don Bosco High 
School, Tezpur, bagged the second prize and the third position was jointly shared by Bhavik Bansal 
of Royal Global School, Kamrup, and Debasish Sarma of Montfort School, Chabua. 

Members of Yi Guwahati Chapter with Prof. Dr. Nani Gopal Mahanta, Advisor to the Govt. of Assam, 
Education Department and Mr. R.C. Jain (Retd. IAS) Chairman, Board of Secondary Education 
Assam (SEBA) at the finale of 2nd All Assam Young Achievers Quiz on 4 June 2022.

A) Yi Guwahati 2nd All Assam Young Achievers Quiz Contest, 4 June 2022 Guwahati 

CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS
GUWAHATI

Yi NORTH EASTERN REGIONAL COUNCIL MEETING
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Yi Guwahati 2nd Miyawaki Forest Initiative at Lotus Meadows, Pamohi, Guwahati: 25 September 
2022 Yi Guwahati Chapter as a Climate Action Week initiative launched the 2nd Miyawaki Forest 
project in association with Pallavi Baruah, Regional Chair, Yi North East Region, at Lotus Meadows 
in Pamohi where 45 species of indigenous plants were planted in an area of 1550 sq. ft. 
Apart from launching the 2nd Miyawaki Forest Project, Yi Guwahati Chapter celebrated Climate 
Action Week from 18th September- 25th September 2022 by organising Yi Water Warrior in associ-
ation with three schools in the city- Sarla Birla Gyan Jyoti, Royal Global School and St. Joseph's 
School at Azara where 1200 students participated in the Water Warrior Campaign.
 

Pallavi Barua, Regional Chair, Yi North East Region, along with Amrit Deorah, Chair, Yi Guwahati 
Chapter , Nitesh Todi, Co-Chair, Yi Guwahati Chapter, at the launch of the 2nd Miyawaki Forest 
Project at Lotus Meadows in Pamohi on 25th September 2022.

A) Yi Guwahati 2nd Miyawaki Forest Initiative 

Members and family of Yi Guwahati Chapter at the launch of the 2nd Miyawaki Forest Project at 
Lotus Meadows in Pamohi on 25th September 2022

B) Yi Guwahati 2nd Miyawaki Forest Initiative

Prof. Dr. Nani Gopal Mahanta, Advisor to the Govt. of Assam, Education Department addressing 
participants and members of Yi Guwahati Chapter at the finale of 2nd All Assam Young Achievers 
Quiz on 4 June 2022.

B) Yi Guwahati 2nd All Assam Young Achievers Quiz Contest, 4 June 2022 Guwahati
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NORTHERN REGION

Yi Northern Regional Council meeting was held in Gurugram with the objective to align the regional 
projects, national projects and initiatives and to co-creating a synergy between the chapters and 
the best practices were highlighted for the benefit of other chapters.
 
The 2-day program witnessed deliberations on the Genesis of Yi, sharing of best practices, team 
building activities, a session on wealth management, etc.
 
Mr. Raunak Goyal, Yi National Chair, Mr. Anuj Agarwal, Yi NR Regional Chair, Prof Himanshu Rai, 
Director, IIM Indore, and Mr. Rahul Mirchandani, Yi Past National Chair, amongst others joined as 
key speakers and shared their thoughts on the subject. The session was attended by 140 partici-
pants from all across the region.

Yi NORTHERN REGIONAL COUNCIL MEETING
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CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS

The Annual Session of the Yi Chandigarh Chapter for the year 2021 was held on 7th January 2022. 
A review of the activities from the entire year 2022 was made by Mr. Pancham Cajla, Chair, Yi 
Chandigarh Chapter. The Annual Session was graced with the presence of Mr D N V Kumara Guru, 
Past Chairman, Young Indians & Director External Relations, Indian School of Business, Mr. Manish 
Gupta, the then Chairman of CII Chandigarh, UT & Proprietor, Synergy Enterprises and Mr. Navpreet 
Singh Aujla, President & CEO, Visons wherein Mr. Aujla shared his experiences to promote Entre-
preneurship among the 35 delegates present. Mr. Azeez Mehta, Business Excellence Head, 
Emmforce Inc was nominated as the Co- Chair, Yi Chandigarh Chapter at this session.

CHANDIGARH CHAPTER ANNUAL SESSION

The Yi Chandigarh Chapter on Monday, 5th September 2022, organized its Members’ Induction and 
Pathfinder. The Session was organized to induct close to 30 new members in the Yi Chandigarh 
Chapter. Mr. Pavitra H Arora, Past Chairman, Yi Dehradun Chapter & Head, Hemant Arora & Co LLP 
graced the session and helped the members understand the ideology behind Young Indians.

CHANDIGARH MEMBERS’ INDUCTION AND PATHFINDER

CHANDIGARH
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CII- Yi Kota organised Pride of Kota with Ashneer Grover on 13 November 2022 at Kota. During the 
initiative, Yi Kota the chapter recognized those people who have devoted their lives to society. A 
total of 14 such people were invited and honored through a felicitation ceremony. After the award 
ceremony, a special talk show with Mr. Ashneer Grover was also organized. He is Grover, the only 
Indian to have created two unicorns in his lifetime. He has established big companies like Bharat 
Pay and has also played a major role in raising funds for Grofers. During the talk show, Ashneer 
gave important tips to young entrepreneurs to take the business forward and through his experi-
ence, shared important lessons.

KOTA SESSION ON PRIDE OF KOTA WITH ASHNEER GROVER

CII- Yi Kota Chapter organised a Marathon on Road Safety Awareness- “Youngathon” on November 
20, 2022. The objective of the Marathon was to spread awareness about wearing seat belts and 
helmets which eventually save lives. The marathon was flagged off by Shri Om Birla, Hon’ble Lok 
Sabha Speaker & Mr. O P Bunkar, Collector, Kota. There were two categories of run – 5-km and 
10-km. The 10-km category of marathon will a timed run. More than 3000 people participated in 
the marathon. 18 prizes were distributed in which the first prize was a cycle and cash price of Rs 
5100/-.

KOTA YOUNGATHON : MARATHON ON ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS

KOTA
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Yi Delhi' Accessibility verticals organized a month long eye-camp commencing during Independ-
ence Day Week for the under privilege people in NCR. During the camp 765  free eye-checkups ; 
107 Free Cataract Eye Surgeries for the Rural community and economically weaker sections of 
local communities were conducted. In all, 230 free eye cataract surgeries have been done a cross 
the two eye-camps this year. The entire impact initiative was funded by contributions from Yi 
Delhi members.

DELHI EYE CAMP FOR UNDER PRIVILEGE
DELHI
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Yi Noida’s Masoom vertical conducted an awareness and basic training program for 30 Anganwadi 
workers (urban) at the City Magistrate Office, Noida, to help them further sensitise around 900+ 
children about Child Sexual Abuse. The chapter provided them with posters in Hindi for conducting 
the sensitisation sessions. During the session, Anganwadi workers were told about the complaint 
handling mechanism and the various reliefs available.

The session was conducted by Apurva Kaushik Sharma, Chair, Yi Noida Masoom and Laavanya Kau-
shik, a practicing advocate at the Delhi High Court with specialised experience in child rights and 
women's rights.

The Co-Chair of Masoom, Ms. Parul Agarwal, made a generous contribution of toys for children to 
the Supervisor, Anganwadi Noida (urban).

NOIDA AWARENESS AND BASIC TRAINING PROGRAM OF
ANGANWADI WORKERS

Yi Noida Chapter had the honour and privilege of hosting Mr. Suresh Prabhu, ex-Cabinet Minister 
and Member of Parliament on June 23, 2022, at Hotel Claridges, New Delhi. Mr. Prabhu took the 
audience through his journey and his thoughts on the economy, policies, the Constitutional frame-
work, academics and some interesting anecdotes from his public life. Mr. Prabhu also launched 
the Yi Utsav National Essay Writing Competition for Thalir and YUVA with Mr. Rohit Puri, National 
Co-Chair, Yi Utsav.

NOIDA INTERACTIVE SESSION WITH MR. SURESH PRABHU,
EX-CABINET MINISTER & MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT

NOIDA
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Yi Gurugram Chapter organized a visit to the Houses of Parliament on 18 August 2022 to learn 
about the working of the Parliament. A delegation of the chapter visited the parliament museum 
and understood the working. It was followed by them watching a live session in the parliament.

GURUGRAM CHAPTER VISIT TO THE PARLIAMENT 
GURUGRAM
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On the occasion of Children's Day, CII-Young Indians (Jaipur Chapter) attempted to break the exist-
ing Guinness World Record (GWR) for the largest number of students attending a child safeguard-
ing lesson (Good Touch Bad Touch) at a single venue. A whopping 6,915  children between the age 
group of 6-16 years participated in the initiative organized at Neerja Modi School in Jaipur, under 
Project Masoom of Young Indians. 

The Chief Guest on the occasion was Dr. Samit Sharma, Secretary- Social Justice & Empowerment 
Department, Government of Rajasthan. In his address to the students, he said that children should 
remember three things if someone tries to touch them inappropriately -- ‘No’, ‘Go’ and what???
Also present on the occasion were National Chairman, Young Indians & Director, GGC Distributors 
Pvt. Ltd, Mr. Raunak Goyal; Co-Chair, Yi Jaipur & Director, Poornima Group of Colleges, Mr. Rahul 
Singhi; Chair-Masoom, Young Indians & Director, Kamal Autofinance Ltd, Mr. Shreyans Kasliwal, 
Chapter Chair, Yi Jaipur & Proprietor, Prateek Minerals, Mr. Prateek Agarwal, Vice Chairman CII 
Rajasthan & Past Chair, Yi Jaipur, Mr. Abhinav Banthia; Senior Director & National Head, Young Indi-
ans, Ms Kavita Kohli; Senior Director & Head, CII Rajasthan, Mr Nitin Gupta; Regional Chair NR, 
Young Indians, Mr. Anuj Agarwal; and Co-Chair, Masoom, Young Indians, Ms. Sangeetha Muthuavi-
nashiappan.

14 NOVEMBER 2022

   JAIPUR ATTEMPTS FOR THE GUINNESS WORLD RECORD
FOR LARGEST CHILD SAFEGUARDING LESSON
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The Lucknow chapter of Yi organized an interactive session on Unicorn with the Founder & CEO of 
Shiprocket, Mr. Akshay Ghulati and Trifecta Capital, Ms. Lavanya Ashok. The session was based on 
the various aspects of being a unicorn for a start-up and for a start-up seeking working capital 
from a unicorn. The session provided insight into the various critical and crucial relationships 
being shared between a start-up and a unicorn in terms of finance, growth plans, strategy policy 
making etc. The session was much appreciated by the members of Yi Lucknow as it provided them 
with a glimpse of real-time challenges and opportunities faced by a unicorn and a start-up in each 
ecosystem.

LUCKNOW SESSION ON UNICORNS
UNDERSTANDING BOTH SIDES OF STORY

In order to bring the underprivileged children under the health umbrella of Young Indians and also 
to make them aware of the various aspects of child sexual abuse, the Yi Lucknow chapter organ-
ized a series of multipronged workshops which catered to the health needs of the children with 
dental health check-up camps and an awareness workshop on child sexual abuse. The children 
covered under these workshops comprised of the Masoom and Thalir students, some of which 
included the differently-abled students. 

LUCKNOW HEALTH CHECK-UP CAMP ALONG WITH
AWARENESS WORKSHOP FOR MASOOM AND THALIR STUDENTS

LUCKNOW
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Disability often comes with great power and courage to transform oneself from being disabled to 
an abled human being. This fact was proved by a group of visually impaired people, who mastered 
the art of catering and dining so professionally that it can match up to any given criteria of hospi-
tality. The Kanpur chapter of Yi, under the accessibility vertical, organized a hands-on-session 
with visually impaired people to showcase their ability like any other normal human being. In the 
session “Dialogue In The Dark” these people interacted and performed activities to make people 
realize how it feels to step into their shoes and also how they have empowered themselves with 
their given challenges. 

KANPUR SESSION ON “DIALOGUE IN THE DARK”

In order to align with the vision of the Government for a pollution-free Kanpur by banning single 
-use of plastic bags, Yi Kanpur chapter carried out "Say No To Plastic Activity" to encourage people 
to give up using plastic bags. The chapter also distributed handmade plastic bags as a green alter-
native. Through this, Yi Kanpur made an attempt to provide employment to marginalized sections 
of the society by procuring bulk bags from them. A total of 1000 bags have been procured and 
distributed through various channels of the chapter.

KANPUR DISTRIBUTION OF PLASTIC BAGS

KANPUR
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Under India@75 vertical, Iti Natya Theatre Competition 2022, in collaboration with Valley of Words 
Foundation, was successfully organised. A unique and first of its kind inter-school theatre compe-
tition witnessed 5 schools performing on the theme of India@75.

The performances were well received, and the audience appreciated the lovely talent of young 
children with plays set in varied backgrounds of Rajasthani, Hindi, Sanskrit and even Shakespeare. 
A video was also displayed on the occasion, depicting year-wise achievements of the country from 
the last 75 years, giving everyone the proud feeling of being an Indian.

DEHRADUN ITI NATYA THEATRE COMPETITION 2022 

Yi Dehradun under its Masoom vertical, celebrated Diwali with children of Netaji Subhash Chandra 
Bose, Baalika Chatravaas, Dehradun. Members of the chapter, along with their families, gathered 
to bring the sparkle of joy to more than 100 children. The whole chattravas was decorated by the 
members and children with diyas, flowers and colours. A carnival along with fun activities like 
rangoli & painting competition was also organised for the children. Children actively participated 
in all the activities. Sweet smiles on children’s faces fulfilled the objective of the initiative.

Sweatshirts and essential items including ration, goodies and sweets were provided to the Cha-
travaas. On the occasion, an awareness session was also conducted against child sexual abuse 
with the help of Childline (Child Helpline) on safe and unsafe touch.

The celebration was attended by over 40 Yi members along with their families.

DEHRADUN DIWALI CELEBRATION 

DEHDRADUN
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Yi Southern Regional Council meeting was held in Bengaluru with an objective to align the regional 
projects, national projects and initiatives and co-create a synergy between the chapters and the 
best practices.
 
The programme witnessed deliberations on the Genesis of Yi, sharing of best practices, team-
building activities, a session on wealth management, etc.
 
Mr. Raunak Goyal, Yi National Chair, Mr. Dilip Krishna, Yi National Vice Chair & Mr Praveen Agarwal, 
Yi SRTKKA Regional Chair, amongst others joined as key speakers and shared their thoughts on the 
subject. The session was attended by 100 participants from all across the region.

SOUTHERN REGION TKKA

Yi SOUTHERN REGION TKKA COUNCIL MEETING
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Members of Yi Amaravati Chapter met the Hon'ble Governor of Andhra Pradesh, Sri Biswa Bhusan 
Harichandran on 07 September 2022 in Vijayawada.

Members briefed Hon'ble Governor of Andhra Pradesh about activities conducted in Yi Amaravati 
Chapter during the year 2022 and activities done under the India@75 initiative. On this occasion, 
the Hon'ble Governor unveiled a Yi shirt made from sustainable materials like bamboo and hemp.

    AMARAVATI 
Meeting with Hon'ble Governor of Andhra Pradesh,

Sri Biswa Bhusan Harichandran 

Yi Amaravati Chapter organized an Interactive Session with Dr. Krishna Ella, Executive Chairman, 
Bharat Biotech International, on 01 November 2022 in Vijayawada.

Dr. Krishna Ella, Executive Chairman, Bharat Biotech International interacted Ltd interacted with 
members and shared his perspectives. Most recently, Bharat Biotech has been working on the 
development of three COVID-19 vaccine candidates, two of which are international collaborations 
with the University of Wisconsin-Madison and Thomas Jefferson University. The third is an indige-
nous vaccine development project in collaboration with ICMR. Covaxin™ is India’s 1st indigenous 
vaccine developed against COVID-19.

 Interaction Session with Dr Krishna Ella, Executive Chairman of
Bharat Biotech International Ltd 

CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS
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As part of the Women’s Day Celebration, Yi Visakhapatnam Chapter organized a Medical Health 
Camp for Women and Children in Revidi Mandal, Visakhapatnam on 08 March 2022. Dr. N V Sivani, 
Shree Krishna Health Center, Dr. R Himaja, GVK Prime Clinics and Dr. SK Chaitanya Varma, APlus 
Hospital consulted and addressed various health issues of kids at Medical Health Camp.
A Radio talk show was done by a leading judiciary, Rahimunnisa Begum on domestic violence.
A Session on Stress Management for Girl Students and Session on Fitness Management was also 
organized as part of Women’s Day celebration.

    VISAKHAPATNAM
Women’s Day Week 

Yi Visakhapatnam Chapter organized a Medical Health Camp for Kids and Staff of BCT School, 
Atchutapuram, Visakhapatnam on 10 August 2022 and a Blood Donation Camp on 23 October 2022
The health camp aimed to raise awareness on Women Health & Hygiene and providing free 
check-ups and medical consultancy for kids and women with a team of doctors consisting of Den-
tists, Dermatologist, Paediatrics, Gynaecologists and Physicians.

Blood Donation camp was attended by members and their families, and 50 units of blood was 
donated during the blood donation camp.

Medical Health Camp at BCT School, Atchutapuram,
Visakhapatnam and Blood Donation Camp
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Celebrating 75th year of Independence- ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav ‘with Rural cluster of Chegunta 
District, Yi Hyderabad organized a Parade with nearly 1000 children from rural schools for spread-
ing awareness on road safety “Kachra Dabbe Mein Acha” tree plantation and safe and unsafe touch 
wherein each group represented one vertical theme.
Followed by an amazing dance, entrepreneurial talk, skit, fancy dress show by the students, magic 
show and tree plantation by members and school Staff.

    HYDERABAD
Parade -Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav
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Members had an incredible experience of visiting 5 different assembly lines of Airbus Helicopters 
and a chance to view the Choppers manufactured for the German Military and Police. Members  
also visited the assembly lines of Airbus Aeroplane Doors and manufacturing units of several 
small components used in the manufacturing of Airbus. Towards the end, they had an exclusive 
interactive session with Mr. Amaury Bastos, Head of Protocol for Airbus.

Visit to Airbus Plant in Donauworth, Germany

International Mission to Germany and Austria
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Members travelled through the entire campus of Mercedes Factory which is two times larger than 
Monaco City and seven times larger than Vatican City. They walked through the production floor 
of Factory 56 and were fortunate to see the assembly process of the Maybach and S-Class line. 
After which, members also visited Erdinger Brewery.

Visit to Mercedes Factory in Sindelfingen, Germany 
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Members discussed major key aspects:
Business Opportunities Between India And Germany
Support Channel Of Consulate For Yi Members To Setup Business Connects In Germany
Members Interacted With Consulate General And Other Consulate Members Over Refreshments    
  

Visit to Audi, Germany & Interaction with
Honorary Consulate General, Shri Mohit Yadav
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Yi Mysuru, under its Accessibility vertical, organized a Yi Wheelchair Cricket Tournament – 2022 on 
18th September 2022 for differently-abled people at Mysuru. 

4 teams from Mysuru, Bangalore, Bagalkot & Bijapur participated in the tournament. 

Mr. Ankit Sonthalia, Co-Chair, Yi Mysuru, Mr. Rahul SRS, Chair, Accessibility, Mr. Praveen K, 
Co-Chair, Accessibility & Ms. Prathibha Rao, Chair, Thalir were  present at the tournament. 

    MYSURU
Wheelchair Cricket Tournament 

Mysore Start-Up Pavilion was an Entrepreneurship event organized in Mysore on the 7th, 8th and 
9th of August, 2022. It was a collaborative effort from Yi, CII, TiE, SJCE STEP and the Mysuru 
Palace Board. This was the first of its kind event where all the startups came together to observe 
and participate in various events organized during three days like Pitch Fest, Startup Grind, VC 
Talks, various workshops and a Mega Start-up Expo in which more than 2000 people participated. 
It was a great success with major media coverage and a lot of support given to start-ups.

Mysore Start-Up Pavilion
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On the occasion of the Global Accessibility Awareness Day on May 19, Yi Trivandrum, in association 
with Jyothirgamaya, organised a Fundraiser 'Dine in the Dark' event which was attended by Mem-
bers, Influencers and Industry leaders.

The proceeds from the funds raised through this event, will be donated to Jytohirgamaya ( an NGO 
which works for the empowerment of the visually impaired)
The event was graced by Tiffany Brar - Founder of Jyothirgamaya, who recently was presented  the 
Nari Shakti Puraskar, the highest civilian Honour for women in India.

     TRIVANDRUM
Dine in the Dark

Yi Trivandrum, Health Vertical organised a Cancer detection camp at Kuttichal PHC - Trivandrum, 
on 11 April 2022. As part of the camp, Cervical Cancer screening test and Prostate Cancer screen-
ing test for members of the tribal settlement were conducted at the PHC( Primary Health Centre).

     Medical Camp-Cancer Detection Drive 
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Yi Mangaluru organized its first-ever session under Project Masoom at Spandana Trust, Jeppu, 
Mangaluru on May 13, 2022. About sixty students were sensitized. The first session on Child Sexual 
Abuse Awareness was taken up by Ms. Manjula Sunil and Ms. Pavithra of our Resource Partner, 
Samvada Baduku, an NGO. 

The second session on Drug Abuse – Awareness and Prevention was taken up by Mr. Golpakrishna 
K, a police officer who works as a Liaison Officer at the Mangaluru International Airport. The topic 
also lightly touched upon a Crime Free Society.

Masoom Awareness session on Good Touch & Bad Touch
and Awareness on Drug Abuse

    MANGALURU
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Trayil, the Mega Online Interchapter Treasure Hunt event was held from 23rd to the 29th of May 
2022. Over 4500 plus participants were involved in the program. Yi Puducherry won a cash prize 
of INR 25000. It was closely followed by a tie between Yi Bengaluru & Yi Guwahati. The winner of 
the Rural Initiative was Yi Kanchipuram which won a TV.

     KOCHI
Trayil 2022
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The 11th edition of CII-Yi Bengaluru Entrepreneurship Week was held from 7th to 12th November 
2022. The theme for this year was to “celebrate” entrepreneurship.
The week started with a session about : 

Day 1 “Building the Right Team” by Mr. Rajesh Raju, Managing Director,
Kaalari Capital. This was followed by a networking experience via the metaverse platform for all 
the Yi members. 
  
Day 2 was all about celebrating - Celebrate Startups/Investor Connects. 

Day 3 (November 9, 2022) CELEBRATE PLAN B to failures and who better than Mr. Vaitheeswaran. 
K, known as the father of E-commerce in India to explain about picking yourself up one more time. 
He shared with the audience the importance of resilience and the ability to move on. Arnav Kumar, 
Director, Daivik Life LLP shared his thoughts on befriending anxiety.
 
Day 4 Celebrated Yuvapreneurs with students presenting their startup ideas to the panel of inves-
tors. There were 350+ entries from across India and the top three teams were accoladed at the 
final day summit. 

Day 5 Celebrated Entrepreneurs - the final day had an amazing lineup of speakers. The session 
kicked off with an understanding of the different schemes the government and banks have for 
startups. This was followed by powerful entrepreneurs sharing their journeys. Overall, it was a 
week filled with learning and fun while celebrating the journey of entrepreneurship. 

     BENGALURU
Entrepreneurship Week 
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Project Chota Cop was organized by Yi Hubballi, where students from 3rd standard to 6th stand-
ard of Rotary School Adarsh Nagar, Hubballi were trained (over 600 students) and given Chota Cop 
Report Cards where they do with for moral policing for observing traffic rules for their parents / 
drivers and for monitoring them hence bringing awareness. 

CII Yi Hubballi organised an awareness session for over 900 students in 3 batches: 1st to 3rd; 4th 
to 6th and 7th to 10th. They were trained along with their teachers on the prevention of child 
sexual abuse.

     HUBBALLI
Project Chota Cop Session- Road Safety

Project Masoom Session
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SOUTHERN REGION TN 

Yi Southern Regional Council Meeting was held in Puducherry with an objective to align the region-
al, national projects and initiatives and co-creating a synergy between the chapters and the best 
practices.
 
The program witnessed deliberations on the Genesis of Yi, sharing of best practices, team building 
activities, sessions on wealth management, etc.
 
Mr. Raunak Goyal, Yi National Chair, Mr. Dilip Krishna, Yi National Vice Chair, Mr. Kalyan Sundaram, 
Yi SRTN Regional Chair, amongst others joined as key speakers and shared their thoughts on the 
subject. The session was attended by 150 participants from all across the region.

    SRTN REGIONAL COUNCIL MEETING
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Launch of Young Indians(Yi) Sivakasi Chapter
on 04 December 2022
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Yi Madurai, in association with Radio City-FM, Yi Madurai organised a ReCycle initiative on 25 July 
2022 under its Climate Change vertical as a part of which they collected and refurbished used 
bicycles for distribution to underprivileged members of society. More than 100 people from across 
the city attended this event.

    MADURAI
 ReCycle

Yi Madurai on 20 June 2022 successfully completed pond restoration near Alampatti village in 
Tirumangalam, Madurai which was inaugurated by the district collector for the use of the public. 
This support will benefited around 1200 people who get access to clean water, and it also support-
ed in the increment of groundwater in that area. In addition, numerous native bread trees were 
planted, one of which was planted by the district collector.

Pond Restoration Project

CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS
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Towards celebrating women’s day, Yi Puducherry organized Yi Crown 2022 - Recognizing the 
Unrecognized Women of Puducherry, on 08 March 2022. The main objective of the Yi CROWN event 
was to recognize the unrecognized women in Puducherry, under various categories, and felicitate 
them on International Women’s Day. The empowered women are selected by a panel of men, and 
they were felicitated under the following categories: on Education, Health, Social Worker, Self-
Employment, Entrepreneurship, Sanitation & Hygiene.

Yi Crown 2022 - Recognizing the
Unrecognized Women of Puducherry

The Road Safety Vertical of Young Indians Puducherry Chapter, in association with the Puducherry 
Police Department, organized a Road Safety Awareness Motorcycle Rally “Ride towards Road 
Safety” to create awareness about the importance of wearing a helmet and following traffic rules 
on 10 March 2022. The rally started from Gandhi Statue, Puducherry Beach to Pondy Marina Beach. 
Around 75 motorcyclists including Puducherry Traffic Police Officials,  and Motorcycle Enthusiasts 
took part in the ride wearing helmets and other optional road safety gear to create awareness 
among the people. Mr. Rahul Alwal IPS, Senior Superintendent of Police (Traffic/ Cyber/ CCTNS), 
Puducherry Police, flagged off the rally and took part in the ride.

Ride Towards Road Safety - Helmet Awareness Campaign

    PUDUCHERRY
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Yi Erode developed the Farmer Infrastructure Management Dashboard with the YUVA students of 
Kongu Engineering College, TBI.
Under this farmers are classified into different categories based on their infrastructure like land 
ownership, water source and electricity connection. The government administration is use this 
data to intervene in each of the categories and provide solutions, which move the farmers to the 
highest possible category, increasing their revenue and improvement of their livelihood.
The District Collector presented this project to Hon’ble Chief Minister Thiru.MK STALIN on his visit 
who was highly impressed and has directed for quicker implementation of the project. 

     ERODE
Project Nilam – Farmer Management Dashboard 

The Tamilnadu Startup and Innovation Mission, TANSIM Erode Hub, was launched virtually by the 
Honourable Chief Minister of Tamilnadu, Thiru.MK Stalin along with IAS officers, ministers and 
other elected representatives.
Yi Erode has also been invited to be a member of the Hub’s Governing Council.

STARTUPTN Hub

1400 Thalir children participated in creating an India Image. Mr. Madhubalan IAS, Additional Collec-
tor, accepted the Parade honour. The event was widely covered across all state media.

India at 75 - Parade
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Yi Chennai is honoured and proud to take the Road Safety to Awareness Action & Advocacy level 
with Govt of Tamilnadu and Greater Chennai Traffic Police collaborating in a
joint initiative launching and promoting The Chota Cop Report Card program on 02 August 2022.

The vision of creating 1 lakh Chota Cops / Super Kid Cops as popularly known in Chennai, saw a 
mega launch in presence of Mr. Shankar Jiwal, Commissioner of Police, Chennai & Mr. Kapil Sarat-
kar, Addl. Commissioner of Traffic, Chapter mentor, Rural National Chair Raj Bharat with attend-
ance of 2700+ students, 200 + school representatives. 

     CHENNAI
Super Kid Cop For 1 Lakh Kids In Association With

Greater Chennai Traffic Police

In quotes or Dream On was initiative by the Thalir vertical for school children studying in 11th and 
12th grade in government schools, run by the Coimbatore Corporation. The project was envisioned 
to provide sector-specific career guidance and offer the various possibilities in a particular field.
The project was flagged by Mr. Anbil Mahesh Poyyamozhi, Minister for Education, Government of 
Tamil Nadu in the presence of the District Collector and Corporation Commissioner. In the first 
visit, medical aspirants were taken to Gem Hospital by the health vertical and shown the various 
career opportunities besides becoming a doctor. On the second visit, they were taken to a manu-
facturing facility and shown the various options available in engineering. In a similar manner, visits 
were planned for relevant fields.

     COIMBATORE
Kanavu Mei Pada Vendum or Dream On 
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Chairs, Co-Chairs and EC members from YUVA institutions were invited for the YUVA Pathfinder 
this year. Students were felicitated with badges to wear in colleges to appreciate the roles they 
had taken up. There were interactions with vertical chairs from EC members to help the students 
set their goals for the year and network amongst their own YUVA peers so they can exchange 
ideas. The Yuva pathfinder set the base with which students were able to get on the ground, run-
ning and executing many programs at their colleges.

Pathfinder for EC members from YUVA Institutions 
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Good education is the foundation for a better future. A child’s life is completely determined by the 
education he/she receives. Education in rural areas is vital to the country.
As 65% of the population of India is situated in rural areas, emphasizing on rural education  boosts 
the overall economy. helps reducing the migration of people from rural areas to cites by creating 
new opportunities.
Yi Dindigul chapter organised a 6-week Rural Educational Support Program in the months of March 
& April 2022. The event focused on helping rural kids who were in 10th grade to face their public 
board exams. Weekly coaching classes in Mathematics & Science were provided to 21 students.  

The event was a huge success as 18 students passed their examinations with 2 students scoring 
more than 80% and 5 students over 60%. Also, the chapter received a thank you note from one of 
the students which was heart-warming.
 

     DINDIGUL
Rural Educational Support - For Grade 10 Students
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Plants have been used for medicinal purposes long before prehistoric period. Traditional systems 
of medicine continue to be widely practised on many accounts. 
Treatment with medicinal plants is considered very safe as there is no or minimal side effects. 
These remedies are in sync with nature, which is the biggest advantage. The golden fact is that 
use of herbal treatments is independent of any age groups and  gender.
Yi Dindigul chapter set up Herbal Gardens at Primary Health Centers – Kosavapatty & Seelapadi.

The following plants were planted: Winter Cherry, Java Tea, Esser Galangal, Cathedral Bells, Tulsi 
, Mexican mint, Green Chiretta, Hibiscus, Matura Tea Tree, Mehndi Plant, Castor Oil Plant, Sugar 
apple, Amla, Golden Shower Tree, Pala Indigo Tree and Papaya.
These plants were selected on the basis of the ability to grow in our geographical location and the 
ease of maintenance.
Around 150 people visit PHC every day and the plants planted are being used by the medical team 
to treat basic diseases. 

Herbal Garden at Primary Health Centers
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Under Nation Building, Yi Salem organized "One Student One Tree" drive at YUVA College by plant-
ing 1000 trees along with 500 trees for Salem Corporation.

Smart Learning Centre’s installed at FOUR rural schools opened up new avenues of learning for 
students.

    SALEM
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Yi Trichy, in association with the Government of Tamil Nadu, Tamil Nadu State School Education 
Department, District Administration and State Astronomical Society, on the occasion of World 
Book Day, participated in the donation of Science Books related to Astronomy and career guid-
ance. The books were handed over to block officers and ITK volunteers by the Honorable Minister 
for Municipal Administration, Thiru KN Nehru Avl and the Honorable minister for School Education 
Thiru Anbil Mahesh Poyyamozhi Avl in presence of Trichy District Collector, Sivarasu IAS , State 
Chief Education Officer, Sudhan IAS , School Education Commissioner, Nandakumar IAS, Ilambaga-
vath IAS State Officer Incharge for Illam Thedi Kalvi, Trichy District Chief Education Officer, Mr 
Balamurali. 2500 audience attended the event.

    TRICHY
Donation Drive On World Book Day –“ Illam Thedi Kalvi” 

Yi CL 2022 SRTN was hosted by Yi Trichy at National College Trichy Grounds on June 18th and 19th, 
2022. 14 teams participated from Chennai, Coimbatore, Dindigul, Erode, Kanchipuram, Karur, 
Madurai, Salem, Tiruppur and Thoothukudi from SRTN and Trivandrum, Bangalore and Hyderabad 
from SRTKKA Region. The event was Inaugurated by Honorable Minister for School Education Thiru 
Anbil Mahesh Poyyamozhi, CII Trichy Zone Chairman Mr. Somasundaram, Mr. Raunak Goyal, Yi 
National Chair, Mr. Dilip Krishna, Yi National Vice Chair, Yi Regional Chair, Mr. Kalyana Sundaram, 
Mr. C. Pradeep, Chair, Yi Trichy and Ashok Ramanathan, Co-Chair, Yi Trichy.
10 School Young Entrepreneurs were recognized by the Honorable Minister for School Education 
Anbil Mahesh Poyyamozhi.

CII-Yi Champions League 
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Yi Karur conducted a District level Chess Tournament in Karur Public School on 31st July 2022. The 
major purpose of the tournament was to create awareness on child safety and Chess sport. 540 
students participated and the event was Inaugurated by Mr. K Venkatesan CII Chairman, CEO 
Indigo Textiles along with Mr. Senthil Sankar, CII Vice Chairman, Karur & Managing Partner, Shree 
Reng Polymers and the chief guest of the event, Mr. M. Nachimuthu, Past Chairman CII, President 
Karur Dt. Chess Association, honored the tournament winners. 

    KARUR
Child Safety Awareness Session & Chess Tournament 

Yi Karur conducted a RUN & BURN (The Ultimate Karur Marathon) event on 21st August 2022.  The 
major Purpose of the event is to create awareness for Health & Child Safety. 700 participants 
participated in the event and was inaugurated by Mr. K Venkatesan CII Chairman, CEO indigo 
Textiles, along with Mr. Senthil Sankar, CII Vice Chairman, Karur & Managing Partner, Shree Renga 
Polymers and the chief guest of the event Mr. Arun Karthick, IPL Cricketer, honoured the tourna-
ment winners. 

RUN & BURN (The Ultimate Karur Marathon)
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On world environment day, Yi Thoothukudi Chapter, along with CII Thoothukudi and TN Climate 
Change Panel members, planted more than 100 saplings in the presence of Ms. Kanimozhi 
Karunanithi, the Hon’ble Member of Parliament, Thoothukudi Constituency, Government of Tamil 
Nadu, Ms. P Geetha Jeevan, the Hon’ble Minster for Social Welfare and women, Empowerment, 
Government of Tamil Nadu, Mr. Jegan Periyasamy, Corporation Mayor, Thoothukudi, Ms. T Charus-
ree, IAS, Corporation Commissioner, Thoothukudi at MGR Park.

    THOOTHUKUDI
World Environment Day 
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Young Indians excelled with an all-new Freedom Parade in Tuticorin. The parade was organized on 
the beach road. The parade was a commemoration of  the 75th Independence Day, 15th Anniversa-
ry of Thoothukudi City Corporation & 20th year Anniversary of Young Indians. The entire parade’s 
theme was all about emphasizing awareness on cleanliness to the public. Mr. Jegan Periyasamy, 
Corporation Mayor, Thoothukudi, flagged-off the parade and the students marched from the Sub 
Collector Office, Thoothukudi till the Muthu Nagar Beach Thoothukudi. After the parade the Ms. T 
Charusree, IAS, Corporation Commissioner, Thoothukudi and Honorary Member, Yi Thoothukudi 
hoisted the national flag followed by the National Anthem .

Freedom Parade 

Yi Tiruppur painted and bi-monthly basis vans were distributed to all the members’ residences. 
and bimonthly basis vans The segregated waste is collected and given  to the recycling plants for 
further processing. Awareness of waste segregation, the hazards of dumping etc are detailed to 
the members and are guided about the procedure to do the segregation. This is a continually ongo-
ing project awareness, and the segregation is also explained to Thalir schools and YUVA students. 
YUVA members are also trained to do the explanation of the same with bins installed in institu-
tions. 

Zero Home Waste Project  

    TIRUPPUR
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An entrepreneurship development and learning event was conducted at Milky Mist where 25 mem-
bers along with 25 YUVA members were taken around the industrial plant for about 2 hours. They 
got a chance to meet Mr. Satish Kumar, Managing Director, Milky Mist Dairy Foods Pvt. Ltd who 
gave a wholesome one hour of his success story, the challenges faced, the turmoils underwent 
and the rise of the business. Milky Mist was a spur of the moment idea and today has taken a mul-
ti-dimensional growth and a huge turnover. The expansion plans are on and newer products to be 
soon launched. YUVA and the members were highly motivated and energized by the visit.

Industrial Visit and Interactive Session With
Mr. Sathish Kumar, Managing Director, Milky Mist Dairy Foods Pvt. Ltd
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Yi Western Regional Council meeting was held on 02 July 2022 in Pune with an objective to align 
the regional projects, national projects and initiatives and to co-create a synergy between the 
chapters. The best practices were highlighted for the benefit of other chapters.
 
The programme witnessed deliberations on the Genesis of Yi, sharing best practices, team building 
activities, etc. Mr. Raunak Goyal, Yi National Chair, Mr. Pravit Parikh, Yi Western Regional Chair 
amongst others joined as key speakers and shared their thoughts on the subject. The session was 
attended by over 100 participants from all across the region. Chapters shared details of their top 
projects to promote collaborative working among chapters.

     WESTERN REGIONAL COUNCIL MEETING

WESTERN REGION
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      AHMEDABAD

Yi Ahmedabad Climate Change vertical and Thalir jointly started a massive movement to distribute 
plantable pencils and sensitize the children about climate change as well as explained the Yi pro-
jects to schools. 
In addition to the mission was to spread awareness about Thalir vertical too about different Yi 
Projects to various school management.
Maharaja of Jodhpur - Shri Gaj Singh ji initiated 25000 students inspirational talk show series with 
25000 plantable pencil distribution with Yi Ahmedabad (in Jodhpur) for the next 5 days.

Talk Show Series With Distribution Of Plantable Pencils

Yi Ahmedabad Chapter, jointly with Motherhood foundation, proudly climbed one more step for a 
free eye checkups at Pipan village near Sanand where 80+ adults and more than 200 students 
actively participated, and distributed 79 frames to adults with the support of Yi Ahmedabad.

Free Eye Checkup

CHAPTER HIGHLIGHTS
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      AURANGABAD

Yi Aurangabad Chapter under the Yi Health & Yi Rural Initiatives organized an interactive session 
for villagers of Chimanpur Wadi with Dr. Chinmay Barhale, a renowned Psychiatrist & Counsellor. 
The session highlighted the following issues:-
• Mental Issues or Mental Illness does not necessarily define your child as a Critically Psychic 
patient.
• Mental Issues within children should be identified at an early stage through observation by 
parents as well as teachers.
• The behaviour of parents and/or teachers plays a vital role in building a positive mental health 
within the child.
• The use of mobile phones or television should be optimally restricted in a way which will encour-
age the child to be tech-savvy and simultaneously not spoil the child with excessive damage of 
brain creative cells.
Dr. Chinmay Barhale carried out the session in a very simple manner and in the regional language 
which led to massive involvement of the localities. The session was addressed to 25 students 
along with their parents & 2 teachers of Primary School. In the end, Dr. Chinmay independently 
addressed the issues & concerns of 2 intellectually disabled students along with their parents & 
teachers.

Awareness Camp on Mental Health
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Yi Aurangabad Chapter under the Entrepreneurship and Innovation vertical organized an interac-
tive session with YUVA students. panel consisted of a 1st Generation Entrepreneur, a 2nd Genera-
tion Entrepreneur and a Start-up. The main objective for this session was to make the YUVA 
students industry ready. 
The discussions in the session focused on:
- What life after education is?
- How to be an entrepreneur?
- How to have a start-up?
We had a participation of over 200 students. The session was intended to give opportunities and 
exposure to students from the Marathwada region for their holistic development.

    YUVA Entrepreneurship & Innovation session
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Intricate Embroidery Workshop
     BHAVNAGAR

Yi Bhavnagar in association with Antarang, under its Rural Initiatives and Vocal4Handmade cam-
paigns, performed an Intricate Embroidery workshop for the elderly women of the Dared Village.  
The objective was to revive the craft form, train more women with technical know-how of the 
same and create livelihood opportunities so they continue doing the craft while they earn from it.

Grand Indian Freedom Parade
Yi Bhavnagar, as a part of the Yi Grand Indian Freedom Parade National initiative for the #Azadi 
kaAmritMahotsav 75th Indian Independence Anniversary celebrations, collaborated with the 
Bhavnagar Municipal Corporation for its #HarGharTiranga Rally.
The rally saw participation from schools, the NCC, the fire department, the police department and 
members of the public.  The rally was led by the Yi Bhavnagar Road Safety team, with the permis-
sion of the Collector, in which motorcycle clubs, car clubs, the traffic police and the fire depart-
ment drove through the city centre, and the rest of the participants followed on foot, on a pre-de-
fined route.
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Snakes and Ladders Learning Session
     BHOPAL

Yi Bhopal organized a Snakes and Ladders learning session at IES University. Under Snakes and 
Ladder, chapter members opened up about their work experiences and shared both their success-
es and failures with YUVA, Thalir, and fellow Yi Members. The session was attended by 1000+ YUVA 
from IES and they learned how the attitude about failure can make all the difference by turning 
failure into success.

Gutka Chod Na Yaar Campaign – Anti Tobacco Oath

Yi Bhopal organized several anti-tobacco oath-keeping and awareness sessions at various places 
with Dr. Prashant Tripathi. under quotes Gutkha Chodh Na Yaar was one such event organised at 
Athigh School, Adampur Chawni Village where 200+ students participated with enthusiasm and 
full passion. 
During the event, Dr. Prashant Tripathi discussed the risks associated with tobacco use. He 
emphasised on what future generations can do in order to protect their right to health and a 
healthy lifestyle.
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Yi Goa celebrated Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav. Chief Guest, Advocate Yatin Naik, Spokesperson BJP 
Goa Pradesh, Vaikunth Dempo, Chair, CII Yi Goa, Dr. Pratiksha Khalap, Co-Chair, CII Yi Goa and Mr 
Tulsidas Pay, Yi Goa Chapter member were present for the celebration.
Sagar Naik Mule Goa's young artist carved out a Land Art signifying harmony with mother nature. 
His art has been earlier appreciated by Mr. Narendra Modi, Hon'ble Prime Minister of India. 75 Stu-
dents along with teachers, local Panch members, administration staff and local villagers gathered 
around the Land Art to celebrate Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav and recited the National Anthem.
 

Land Art by Sagar Naik Mule was unveiled by
CII Young Indian Goa Chapter

at Adapi, Ponda as part of India's 75 years of Independence

The ‘Fourth Edition – Thought Leadership Conclave (TLC) 2022’ was held on Friday, 11 November 
2022, at Vivanta by Taj, Panaji Goa. The theme chosen for the conclave was ‘India@75: Heading into 
Amritkaal’ and titled "Amritkaal: India @75 and an onward march towards being Vishwaguru"
This year’s conclave featured eminent speakers like Ms. Ami Ganatra, Author, Mahabharata Unrav-
elled who spoke on the topic: “Itihasa” and its relevance for India of the Future. She shared her 
views on how India can pick up clues from its past heading into Amritkaal; Mr Sanjeev Sanyal, 
Member, EAC to Prime Minister in conversation with Mr. Shrinivas V. Dempo, Past Chairman CII 
Western Region Council & Chairman, Dempo Group of Companies shared his views on the topic 
“Economic Reforms for The Next 25 Years”; Mr. Ram Madhav, Member, Governing Council, India 
Foundation delivered a keynote address on the topic “Emerging World Order: The Indian Opportu-
nity” quoting “Moving ahead into the future of India’s growth and innovation, we will have to 
depend on imagineers.” Mr. Arjun Vaidya, Founder, Dr. Vaidya’s & Angel Investor along with Mr. 
Sriram Natarajan, Founder Director & CEO, Molbio Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd who spoke on the topic 
Role of Entrepreneurs in the 'India Story’. 
This was the fourth successful edition of the TLC which was attended by 170+ delegates. The 
delegates consisted of young entrepreneurs, Captains from industries, Government Officials from 
across the state,  all across goa, and a few Yi members from neighbouring State Chapters. 

Fourth Edition : Thought Leadership Conclave(TLC) 2022 :

     GOA
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Yi Masoom Vertical conducted a session that is close to their heart, for the students at a girls’ 
school, with an ideology that girls are the pillars of our society and we need to make them strong 
and powerful. Masoom Indore Team came forward to sensitise around 100 students at a time on 
safe and unsafe touch and distributed Masoom safety books which consisted exercises and 
lessons on these issues specially designed for kids.

Project Masoom Session

Yi Rural Initiatives team helped the rural cluster women by training them into making handmade 
Rakhis for Rakshabandhan festival and by facilitating them for providing market space and reach-
ing out to the customers. The rural Initiative team donated the table and chair to these rural
clusters (aanganwadi) women.

Skill Development Program 

     INDORE
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Seedball Plantation Drive

Yi Mumbai chapter’s Climate Change vertical carried out a seedball plantation drive where in the 
first batch, chapter planted 14000 seedballs near Khargar, Navi Mumbai & 1000 Seedballs at Aarey 
Forest, Goregaon and in the second batch chapter planted 10000 seedballs at Navi Mumbai. A total 
of 25000 seedballs were plated of Gulmohar, Tamarind, Peepal, Banyan, Cluster Fig & Bamboo 
seeds.

Yi Mumbai organized a ‘Medical Camp’ for School Students at Zila Panchayat School at Nalasopara. 
The management of the school was very happy that the students got aware, and it was a learning 
opportunity for these underprivileged students. It had a participation of 100 students.

Medical Camp

     MUMBAI
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Awareness Session on Oral Cancer & Plantation Drive
Yi NASHIK

Yi Nashik, on the occasion of doctor's day, conducted an event under Rural Initiatives (RI) for oral 
cancer awareness among children of a rural school, situated in a place called Ramshej near 
Nashik. The program was taken by chapter RI chair Mr. Anuj Dadhich who talked about conditions 
and the de-addiction part for oral cancer. Chapter also conducted a plantation drive on the school 
premises. 

Recycling Plastic bottles from Restaurants

Yi Nashik’s first climate change project for this year was Recycling Plastic Bottles From Restau-
rants. The chapter distributed dedicated bins for dumping Plastic Bottles and then the recycler 
collected it from there itself. The project was started on 15 august 2022, the 75th Independence 
Day of India. 30 Kg of trash plastic bottles were collected and recycled.
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Mercedes Benz Factory Visit

Yi Pune organized a Factory Visit to Mercedes Benz on 1st July 2022 for the Western region mem-
bers and Yi Pune members. The session was organized to show the Mercedes Benz car processes 
of making and followed by that was an amazing experience drive with their new launch car.  50 
participants from Pune and the Western region joined the factory visit. 

World Innovation and IP Day

Yi Pune organized The World Innovation and IP Day on 23 April 2022 at ASM College. The session 
was organized for the students of ASM College for sharing knowledge with the new leaders of 
tomorrow. 
The session was to emphasize the role of creativity and innovation in different aspects of human 
development. The main goal behind the celebration of this day was to encourage people to pro-
mote multidisciplinary thinking both at individual and group levels.
Young entrepreneurs from Yi Pune participated in the session with the aim to educate the 
students about the role of creativity and Innovation in different aspects of human development.

     PUNE
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Cyber Security - Evolving Challenges & Awareness

Yi Rajkot organised a visit of school children of The Westwood School to Police Integrated Com-
mand and Control Centre at Rajkot as a part of a learning session to know how information of vari-
ous departments are gathered in the city using ICT (Information and communication technology) 
as a backbone for Rajkot EYE Way Project that involves developing a network of closed-circuit 
televisions (CCTVs) for increased vigil in public space. This project, implemented under the Smart 
City Mission, has won the national recognition for keeping the city safe and providing integrated 
services.

Yi Rajkot organised a session on “Leadership and Youth in Naya Bharat”. It was organised with The 
renowned Ad Man and Brand Strategist Dr. Jai Tharur. He discussed various aspects of leadership 
and branding of self and organization, beside sharing his thoughts on challenges and opportunities 
that lie ahead for India as it offers immense opportunities in 20 years, calling it Swarnim Kal for 
the development of all.

Leadership and Youth in Naya Bharat

     RAJKOT
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Chapter PathFinder 2022
    SURAT

Yi Surat Chapter organized Chapter Path Finder 2022 on 20 March 2022. Key Speakers of the 
session were, Shri Harsh Sanghavi, Home Minister of Gujarat State, Paras Mehta, Chairman, CII 
Southern Gujarat Zonal Council & Director, Orgo–Chem Gujarat Pvt. Ltd. Pravit Parikh, Chair, Yi 
Western Region 2022 & Director Pima Controls Pvt. Ltd. Vishal S. Budhia, Vice Chairman, CII South-
ern Gujarat Zonal Council & Managing Director, Steamhouse India Limited, Namrata Bhatt, Chair 
Thalir, Yi Western Region 2022 & Vice Principal, Holy Saints School, Rajkot.
The session was focused on Yi Surat Chapter activities and planning and The Thalir branding flex 
was unveiled by Shri Harsh Sanghavi, Home Minister of Gujarat State.

Surat Chapter Kids Marathon

Yi Surat proudly conducted its SIGNATURE EVENT of Kids Marathon named RAMATHON. It was 
WORLD'S FIRST EVER unique kids Marathon with THALIR Students. Marathon was flaged-off by 
Mr. Harsh Sanghvi, Home Minister of Gujarat & the Honorary Member of Yi Surat
The motto behind this event was to ignite HEALTHY HABITS amongst THALIR STUDENTS and their 
PARENTS and to bring children out of MOBILE ADDICTION. 500+ kids and their parents participat-
ed.
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Fourth Edition of Yi Vadodara Master’s Badminton League

Yi Vadodara Chapter organised its major event & the only event organised in the city at a huge stat-
ure, The Fourth Edition of Yi Vadodara Master’s Badminton League which focused on giving Quality 
Learning Experiences along with Recognition & Prizes to 120+ Badminton players across 12 teams 
from entire Badminton fraternity of Vadodara. This League was an occasion where players got a 
chance to play against teams from across all clubs, corporate houses & associates. The objective 
of the league was to support Yi Vadodara’s ongoing project Gift An Organ. Yi Vadodara creates 
awareness and amplifies the need for organ donation in a sustained but conspicuous manner. 

Box Cricket League 2022

Yi Vadodara organized a special Exhibition match for Divyang children under the Accessibility pro-
ject. This was conducted during Yi’s Annual Flagship Event - Yi BCL (Box Cricket League) 2022. Yi’s 
BCL is one of the most awaited and finest corporate sporting events in the town, consisting of 12 
corporate teams and comprising a total of 144 players (Men-Women players combined). 
Mr Rajendra Trivedi, Minister of Revenue, Law & Justice, Disaster Management, Legislative and 
Parliamentary Affairs graced the occasion with his kind presence. The tournament also witnessed 
presence of Ms Pooja Desai (as chief guest), Winner of Mrs India Pride of National Ravishing Out-
standing Women Achiever Award. The event was highly appreciated for bringing together best of 
the sporting spirit and social impact causes.The winners of the Tournament were Deepak Nitrite 
Ltd., and the Runner up were Cosmos Impex India Pvt. Ltd.

   VADODRA
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LEADERSHIP ACADEMY

and tools to become compassionate effective leaders, broaden their perspectives and enhance 
their understanding and alignment with Yi’s principles. The program modules talked about the 
Genesis of Yi, Yi Journey, Integrity over Ambition, CII & Yi Connect, and Yi Core Values with deep 
discussions on various Projects, Initiatives, Operations and Leadership. The session on Decision 
making in times of uncertainty with information available to introspect and reflect on Leadership, 
Personal Awareness, The Power of Emotions, Values, limitations & Challenges.

The faculty for this cohort included Yi National Leadership, Yi Past National Chair’s and NMT Mem-
bers, with Dr. Kaushik Murali, Chair, Leadership Academy, Yi, leading from the front, the team 
members – Krishna Nathani, Lekhram Nyoliwala, Mohan Ramachandran, Viral Shah,Dhruv Agarwa-
lactively worked together on program design, delivery, planning and execution, and the entire team 
ensured in bringing out the spirit of Young Indians, and the magical charm of bonding and fellow-
ship for the cohort for the year 2022.

Leadership Academy successfully upheld and furthered 
the founding principles and the core values of Yi amongst 
the leadership fraternity through its flagship annual pro-
grammes the Annual Leadership Academy for Co-Chairs 
and the Yi Leadership Conclave for Chapter Executive 
Members– designed to equip Yi leaders with frameworks  



BRANDING, COMMUNICATION

INCREASED TWITTER REACH

INSTAGRAM PODCASTS

AND DIGITAL ECOSYSTEM

The year saw a hike in the Yi Twitter audience, with multiple retweets, likes and
comments made on tweets with well-researched information and impactful opinions.

The initiative, aiming to bring the influential views, experiences, and knowledge of the
Yi intelligentsia into a half-hour dialogue session, featured three episodes in 2022.
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VIDEO INITIATIVES
The year saw some of the best videos pertaining to Yi verticals and its achievements,
depicted with eye-catching visuals, impactful content, and the desired messaging.

WEEKLY INITIATIVES

MONDAY MOTIVATION
It combined the most recent chapter 
initiatives from across the country with an 
inspirational quote by a famous personality 
to start each week for the Yi audience on a 
positive note.

HAPPY BROADCAST
A weekly broadcast that instilled positivity 
in the audience by showcasing the most 
recent Yi chapter accomplishments and 
happenings in the happiest possible 
manner.

CHAPTER OF THE WEEK
A weekly endeavour to show appreciation 
for the chapter that did best in terms of 
the initiatives made, creative approaches, 
and the number of individuals impacted.
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SOCIAL MEDIA MILESTONES 
ACHIEVED IN THE YEAR 2022

More than 1200 followers gained organically on Instagram

Significant increase in the Young followers on Facebook in
the year 2022 (Age 25-34)

More than 300% increase in the mentions on Twitter with
regular tweets

Launch and succession of LinkedIn group for Yi in the 
year 2022



SPECIAL INITIATIVES

Yi UTSAV

On India’s 75th Independence Day, various Yi chapters 
across India participated in multiple events. The celebra-
tions were organized from the 12th of August to the 15th of 
August 2022.
This report displays the celebrations conducted by the 
various chapters.

Yi BHOPAL

Debating competition at IES Public School for 6th - 8th grade students

Painting Competition organized at IES Public School for 3-5th grade students on the theme
“Our Dream for a Platinum Nation"

• Fancy dress competition organized for students of IES Public School
• Flag Hoisting at Rural & Thalir School

• Cultural Program at School
• Debate Competition at SAM University for YUVA
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The Grand Indian Freedom Parade - by Yi Guwahati Chapter
A total of 340 Individuals were reached 

Yi GUWAHATI
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Yi PUNE

Yi Pune Utsav India@75 - The Grand Indian Freedom Parade
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Yi TRIVANDRUM

The Grand Indian Freedom Parade

Flag Hosting Ceremony

A total of 190 individuals were reached
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Yi ERODE

75th Independence Day Parade- The Additional Collector, Mr.Madhubalan IAS delivered an
inspiring speech covering the history and struggle of Indian Independence. 

Thalir children participated in creating an India’s image.
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75th Independence Day Parade- Yi Aizwal conducted Walkathon and an ‘Eat Right Mela’

Yi AIZWAL
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Yi TRICHY

75th Independence Day Parade- Yi Trichy conducted a human flag formation at SRM Trichy 
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Road Safety- Awareness Session and Drawing Competition 

• Parade - With 75 metre Flag Parade
• Masoon Session on Safe and Unsafe Touch

• Wings of Hope 2.0- Distribution of prosthesis limbs to differently-abled people

Yi SILIGURI
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Yi Noida organized a ‘Freedom Drive’ Car Rally through the city of Noida to promote the Young 
Indians movement, as well as Road Safety. It was flagged off by Smt. Sushma Singh, Vice Chair-

person, Uttar Pradesh State Women Commission.

Master Class was held with Mr. Adit Grover, Executive Chef, Chica, New Delhi who made a
Tiranga with traditional Indian gravies.

A Soulful rendition of patriotic songs by Vidit Singh Chauhan.

Yi NOIDA
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Yi EV Car Rally, in collaboration with Audi Raipur, celebrated Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav with 
Climate Change and Road Safety Vertical.

Launch of Traffic Police Help Center at Marine Drive, Raipur, to promote Road Safety Rules for 
Drivers and Pedestrians with the help of the Chhattisgarh Police Department.

Yi RAIPUR
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Yi Delhi's India@75, Health and Rural Verticals organized an eye-camp as part of India@75 
celebrations in rural communities. This camp will be followed by 100+ free eye cataract surger-

ies funded by Yi Delhi over the next 3 months.  The entire initiative was funded by generous 
contributions raised from the membership totaling to INR 3.25 lakhs.

Yi DELHI
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Yi Kota on the occasion of the 75th Independence Week Celebrations organized a free medical 
camp with a team of 12 multi-specialty doctors in Talera village in which 372 underprivileged 

people were provided required medical consultation.

A total of 400 individuals were reached  

Yi KOTA
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On 13th Aug 2022, Yi Bhavnagar, as a part of the Yi Grand Indian Freedom Parade National initia-
tive, for the #AzadiKaAmritMahotsav 75th Indian Independence Anniversary Celebrations, collab-

orated with the Bhavnagar Municipal Corporation for its #HarGharTiranga Rally.
The rally saw participation from schools, the NCC, the fire department, the police department 

and members of the public. 

Yi BHAVNAGAR
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On the 75th Independence Day, Yi Dehradun in line with the National objective of participating in 
parades, across the country joined hands with ITBP. A splendid walk from Ballupur Chowk to 
Clock Tower was conducted. Full of Unique elements like the ITBP marching band, marching 

contingent, over 600 ITBP personnel, 500 students and cadets and a live band performing from 
the truck was organised.

Yi DEHRADUN
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• Yi Goa Marathon
• Yi Goa Unvill Land Art by Sagar Niak Mule 

• Yi Goa Freedom March

Yi Goa launch of Land Art Video and relaunch of the song Video "BharatBhui"

    GOA
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HARITHAM PHASE 2.0- 1000 Runners

Yi Hyderabad, with Covid Warrior Volunteers and Govt. of Telangana, did plantation drive at 
Hyderabad Green Memorial Garden.

    HYDERABAD
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Forming the largest human chain in the shape of India’s geographical outline to showcase our 
patriotism, unity and loyalty. 

Tiranga Yatra

    INDORE
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SIG is an extension of the ethos of Yi. It is a space that nurtures newness & experiential living. 

In the Year 2022, we had the following SIGs:
Angel Investing | Book Club | Food Club | Golf Club | Investors Connect | Road Runners Club | 
Cycling Club | Trekking Club | Inner Circle Club | Photography Club

SIG was formed with the purpose of having physical events & engaging members’ participation. We 
all saw unprecedented Covid Years 2020 & 2021. Most of the SIG events could not get materialized 
owing to travel restrictions & lockdowns in many states. Despite the challenges, many SIGs were 
able to pull up great events. The summary of the SIG events is as below:

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR

Yi SIG Trek Himalayan Mountain Challenge:15 May -22 May 2022
Yi SIG Trek vertical had curated an innovative experience, “Yi Himalayan Mountain Challenge- 
Dayara Bugyal Trek” from 15 May to 22 May 2022 that integrated experiential learning with trekking 
in the mountains. It was specially designed to provide real-time challenges where participants 
develop, demonstrate, and practice collaborative leadership skills. The trek was organised by a 
professional agency, India Hikes. Over 90 members had indicated their interest. 39 Trekkers were 
a part of the trekking.

The Purpose of SIG  is to Connect, Collaborate & Co-Cre-
ate common interests of members across all chapters. The 
main objective is to enhance the member engagement 
experiences across Yi Cross-Chapters. It is a connection 
between various dots. Learning, Inspiring & Actions are the 
three pillars of SIG. 

SPECIAL INITIATIVES

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP (SIG)
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Yi SIG Investors Connect “Street Talk” Series 

Yi SIG Investors Connect as a part of the initiative conducted various sessions for the Yi Members 
which were majorly focussed on knowledge sharing about Stock Markets, Economic Trends and 
Sectors.

Photography Contests 

Yi SIG Photography Club conducted various contests like for the festival of Holi, for running, for 
trekking and landscape photography during the year.

Yi SIG Cycling Club  

Yi SIG Cycling celebrated World Environment Day on 05 June 2022 by planning activities across 57 
Chapter PAN India.
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G.C. MEETINGS

Yi FIRST GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING Yi SECOND GC MEETING -KOLKATA

Yi THIRD GC MEETING -AHMEDABAD
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NMT MEETINGS

Yi FIRST NMT MEETING

Yi FOURTH NMT MEETING

Yi SECOND NMT MEETING Yi THIRD NMT MEETING
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Yi NEXT

Motto       : Together we can

Purpose   : To keep the members of our association together forever

To build an exclusive network of past Yi members.
To serve as a platform for fellowship and networking. 
To inculcate friendship and leadership development among mem-
bers. 
To support Yi’s Nation building activities by raising funds and 
resources.

Yi Next is the alumni network of Young Indians launched 
on 21st December, 2018.

The purpose is to keep the members together, forever and 
to nurture long-lasting bonds.

Objective : 
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The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) works to create and sustain an 
environment conducive to the development of India, partnering Industry, 
Government and civil society, through advisory and consultative processes.
CII is a non-government, not-for-profit, industry-led and industry-managed 
organization, with around 9000 members from the private as well as public 
sectors, including SMEs and MNCs, and an indirect membership of over 300,000 
enterprises from 286 national and regional sectoral industry bodies.
For more than 125 years, CII has been engaged in shaping India’s development 
journey and works proactively on transforming Indian Industry’s engagement in 
national development. CII charts change by working closely with Government 
on policy issues, interfacing with thought leaders, and enhancing efficiency, 
competitiveness and business opportunities for industry through a range of 
specialized services and strategic global linkages. It also provides a platform for 
consensus-building and networking on key issues.
Extending its agenda beyond business, CII assists industry to identify and 
execute corporate citizenship programmes. Partnerships with civil society 
organizations carry forward corporate initiatives for integrated and inclusive 
development across diverse domains including affirmative action, livelihoods, 
diversity management, skill development, empowerment of women, and 
sustainable development, to name a few.
As India completes 75 years of Independence in 2022, it must position itself for 
global leadership with a long-term vision for India@100 in 2047. The role played 
by Indian industry will be central to the country’s progress and success as a 
nation. CII, with the Theme for 2022-23 as Beyond India@75: Competitiveness, 
Growth, Sustainability, Internationalisation has prioritized 7 action points under 
these 4 sub-themes that will catalyze the journey of the country towards the 
vision of India@100. With 62 offices, including 10 Centres of Excellence, in India, 
and 8 overseas offices in Australia, Egypt, Germany, Indonesia, Singapore, UAE, 
UK, and USA, as well as institutional partnerships with 350 counterpart organi-
zations in 133 countries, CII serves as a reference point for Indian industry and 
the international business community.

CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRY
The Mantosh Sondhi Centre
23, Institutional Area, Lodi Road, New Delhi – 110 003 (India)
T: 91 11 45771000 / 24629994-7
E: info@cii.in • W: www.cii.in

CII’s Young Indians (Yi) is a movement for Indian Youth to converge, lead, 
co-create and influence India’s future. Formed in 2002, Yi has a growing, 
inclusive membership with over 5000 direct members in 58 chapters, and 
100000 college students YUVA members. Yi membership includes young 
entrepreneurs, professionals, and achievers from different walks of life 
between the age group of 21-40 years. Through impactful projects and activities 
under “Youth Leadership”, “Nation Building” and “Thought Leadership”, Yi hopes 
to emerge as a premier Indian Youth Organization and play an important role in 
Nation Building. 
Yi is one of the proud founders of the G20 Young Entrepreneurs Alliance (G20) 
& Commonwealth Alliance of Young Entrepreneurs (CAYE)- Asia

CONFEDERATION OF INDIAN INDUSTRY (CII)
Plot No: 249-F, Udyog Vihar Phase IV,
Sector 18 Gurgaon-122015

E : yi.national@cii.in 
W: www.youngindians.net

cii.in/twittercii.in/facebook cii.in/youtubecii.in/twitter

YiTweets YionlineYoungIndians.YiYoung.Indians


